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Campus Poll

Colliver lecture scheduled.

The 24th Annual Colliver Lectures are scheduled for Oct. 27 and 28 at UOP. "Re
Christianity for the 80s: Peace and World Order" will be the theme for the event
sponsible
that Is named after the late George Colliver, the first chairman of the Religious Studies
Departm ent at UOP.
Dr. Alan Geyer will discuss "Multilateral Issues and the Global Arms Race" at 1:30
p.m. on Oct. 27, "Religion and the Politics of Peace" at 10 a.m. on Oct. 28, and "Theology
of Peace" at 7:30p.m. on Oct. 28. Minneapolis Mayor Donald Fraser will discuss "Econ
. omic De velopment and World Order·· at I I a.m. on Oct. 27, "Human Rights and World
Order" at 7:30p.m. on Oct. 27, and "Politics of World Order" at I p.m. on Oct. 28. Most
of the sessions will be held in Long Theatre.

Campus Poll

Should Winter Term
be dropped?

Yes

D

Should the Academic
Calendars be unified?
No

Mail this poll card to the "Padfican" through campus mail.

·Serving the UOP co
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Unified calendar off ered.;
Winter Term threatened
By Diane Winocur
Staff Writer

The United States has as many handgun dealerships as gas
stations, said Leslie Shields of Handgun Control, Inc.

Shields: U.S. handgun
control 'worst in world'
By Bobi Bloom
Staff Writer

"We have the worst handgun
control legislation in the world," said .
the sister of a Zebra murder victim,
Leslie Shields Oct. 15 in a film and
lecture presentation on "The Han
dgun War" at UOP. Shields, of Han
dgun Control Inc., spoke on handgun
control in the United States.
The U.S. leads the world in hand
gun· murders, Shields stated, and
there is a one-in-five chance that an}
person or someone he knows will be
directly affected by it.
"Twentv-four peopiP a day art>
murdered by handguns," she said.
"Tht> situation tmlav is incrf'<liblv
bad," but people' aren't doing
anything about it. Shields said that
people are apathetic toward handgun
control.
She urged people not to ignore
this issue. "Do you really want to get
involved in this issue the way m1.
family did?" she asked. "We didn t
consider the issue until my brother
was shot and killed, but that's a lousy
way to get involved with something
to have it happen to you directly and
so personally, at such a great loss
before you do something."
Shields' brother was killt>d in the

San Francisco "Zebra" murders, a
series of racially motivated slaying�
where 20 white men were randomly
killed by a group of black religious
fanatics.
The only Fedt>ral law concf'ming
Handgun Control today is the 1968
Gun Control Law. ShielJs sa iJ that
this law is insufficient, since it does
not mandate a 15-day waiting period
between the time a gun is purchased
and actually comes into possessionof
the purchaser.
The I 5-day waiting period is im
portant, according to Shields in order
to verify that the gun-buyer is not a
convicted criminal, and also to cht>ck
that the registration form is truthfully
filled out.
The proposed Kennedy-Rodino
Bill, if passed, would mandate the l 5day waiting period. It would also ban
the manufacture of the "Saturday
Night Special"- the criminal's
favorite gun, according to Shields,
because of its small, easily con
cealable size.
"We do not want a ban on all
guns," she added. Every American
has the right to protection, to own a
rifle, or go hunting, Shields said. She
stated that the purpose of handgun
control is to make it tougher for the
criminal .

Thefts drop since last
year; assaults stable
By Diane Winocur
St•ff Writer

Stolen property totals for last
month at UOP were 40 percent less
than Sept. 1979 figures, and the
property recovery rate almost
doubled over the same period, according to statistics recently compiled by
tac.klest . the UOP
. Department of Pub!ic
310
Safety. B1ke thefts dropped. felomes
t i on ag
changed little and the number of
th e
will tr assaults remained stable at two.
h
Of the $7,739 worth of property
where t 111
1-1 taken from the Stockton campus last
all
State. te
September, $6 15 was recovered, adtl.l
Ut . h S
ding up to a 7.9 percent recovery
.
rate. But only $4,669 was stolen here
r
110r
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01
durmg Sept 198(1, and $660 of it was
found .mcf
inc
the

'\0e.
g:

fre#
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ratt> to 14 oercent.
UOP Police Chief Norm Askew
attributes the statistical �ain directly
to recent improvements in his depart
ment but is "cautiously optimistic"
as to what they indicate.
"We didn't expect results this
soon," he said, "and it's a little early"
to be sure that it's a trend.
But without the newly acquired
police training of his officers, Askew
thinks the statistical change would
not have been so radical.
With knowledge of fingerprint
ing, ID ':York, and tracking down
witnesses, his men are actually
solving crimes this year, something
they could not have done last year,
according to Askew.
Because the majoritv of thefts
conl'd on page 10

A unified academic c .. Jendar is
coming back to UOP.
This was the unanimous decision
of the UOP Academic Council, ac
cording to chairman Larry Walker,
in an Oct. 9 meeting. The Council's
motion will go on to the Professional
Relations Committee for further ap
proval.
The unified calendar would end
the current disparity between the
schedules of the Conservatory, Phar
macy and other university schools.
The Conservatory is currently on a
IS-week semester plan, while the
School of Pharmacy runs on
trimesters and most other UOP
schools operate on the 4- 1-4 system.
Under a unified calendar plan,
all these schools would operate on the
same system.

I

Stacked deck: Pick
a calendar, any
calendar.

The goal of the unified calendar
is to make breaks between the schools
more uniform, facilitate cross
registration,
accomodate
cross
school majoring, and provide more
options for all UOP students.
Questionaires
are
currently
being circulated among the UO.fl
community to query public opinion
on the change. Once the preferred
calendar options have been discussed
(see related story), the Pro essional
Relations Committee will report its
own conclusions back to the council,
possibly by Nov. 20.
Following this, the unified
calendar willl-e reinstated.
Robert Fuentes, President of the
UOP Chapter of the Coalition of In
dependent College and University
Students (COPUS) feels that the
proposal for a unified calendar is a
covert move to end Winter Term.
"The schools supporting unification
weeks of instruction, one and one
School calendar (a "tri-semester"
the Conservatory, Pharmacy, and the
half weeks of final examinations,
calendar, with three 9 to I 0 week
School of Business-traditionally op
vacation breaks synchronized
terms running from September to
pose Winter Term," Fuentes stated .
with the public schools);
December, January to early April,
Fuentes also feared that if the tri
·ethe "Early Semester" (instruction
and late April to late July);
semester plan is adopted, student
and final schedules the same as the
Seven types of academic
e:t 4-4- 1 calendar (beginning and
tuition will be increased . The schools
traditional semester, but fall
l·•ding at the same time as the
currently
on
the
Tri-semester calendar are currently under con
semester would begin in mid
ct·rrent 4- 1-4, the second four
program, the Schools of Engineering sideration for all-campus use, ac
month term would run from midAugust and commencement would
and Pharmacy, require higher tuition cording to the Agenda Committee
This
occur in early to mid-May);
January to mid-April.
fees than other UOP constituent of the COP Council.
These suggested calendars include:
schedule most readily complies to
schools.
ethe traditional quarter system ( 10
the needs of other schools, by
weeks of instruction and one week
COPUS, Fuentes' organization, ethe current 4-1-4 C.O.P. calendar
allowing, for instance, the Schools
of final exams per quarter, starting
is a financial-aid lobbying group. In (two four-month terms separated
of Engineering and Pharmacy to
in later September and breaking
recent COPUS research, the group by a one-month "Winter Term,"
exclude the one-month term and
at Christmas, Easter, and sum
has found no financial aid structure running from early September to
continue with another 13-week
mer);
to cover a university-wide tri early May);
term.
ethe current UOP Pwrmacy
•the "Traditional Semester" ( l 5
semester calendar .
Dean of Admissions Leslie Med
ford, whom Fuentes also noted as an
do away with it.
Term classes and really enjoyed
opponent of Winter Term, said,
Beth Robinson, a School of
them. It would be a shame to do
"Winter Term is not alway s offered
Education junior and a former Sac
awar with it."
in the concept for which it was
joan Daily, a senior in the Con
State and Davis student, said "I don't
servatory of Music, felt the academic
originally planned. It isn't always an
think there is any need to chan11;e the
calendar was adequate in its present
unusually intense full-time course,"
academic calendar. I think Winter
form. "I think it's unique to have dif
he stated.
Term is really unique and is what
ferent schedules," she said. "When I
Random polls indicate that a
makes this school so special. You
In a random survey taken on the
first came to UOP I was rather disap
great majority of students favor Win
learn a lot more here than just going
Stockton campus last Wednesday,
pointed I didn't get a Winter Term.,
ter Term. However, Medford said,
to class."
several students gave various respon
"After students experience the 4-l-4's
Pharmacy junior Cathy Crisp But now I don't mind, I like our
ses to the question, "Would you like
schedule."
Winter Term and find it's not a time
thought "It would be great to get the
to see the academic calendar
Daily also said, "It would be nice
of rigorous study, students might be
unified." Students were divided on whole university on the same �chedule.
I really like the schedule we are on if in the future Conservatory students
turned off" from the univer,sity.
the issue of whether the calendar
would have the opportunity to have a
and would not like to see it changed."
Medford also felt that the 4- 1-4
should be unified. All five students in
Winter ��rm. They always sound so
However, she also said, "As a
calendar wasn't a significant factor
this sampling, however favored Win
student I took Winter
in students' decision to attend UOP.
effort to
ter Term and

��
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What the

students think

Ex-U .N. Ambassador Andrew Young
to speak here on

defe11d6

rI

Conference
(SLC)
under
the
Revererid Martin Luther King, Jr.
By Bobi Bloom
The S LC was one of the largest and
most influential of the civil rights
groups of the 1960s.
Staff Writer
Young headed campaigns again�
Andrew Young, former United st segregation and for the adoption of
Ambassador to the United anti-poverty legislation. Along with
N:>·t>r""' will speak in the UOP Con
other civil rights leaders, he helped to
servAr,n1'V Oct. 29 at 8:00 P.M. His draft the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
will focus on the U.S. Human the Voting Rights Act of 1965 .
Policy and how it affects o'ur
I n 1972, Young was elected to
policy.
Congress from a predominantly
graduated from Howard white Atlanta district. He was the
the Hartford first
and
black
congressman from
.....
�
..v,., .... .. 1 Seminary and went on to
Georgia in 10 1 years. Young was re
o.�become a clergyman and a civil elected in 1974 and 1976.
II' rights leader in the 1960s.
President Jimmy Carter appoin
He
worked with the Southern Leadership ted Young the U.S. Ambassador to
.

I

Human Rights'

the United Nations in 1976. After 3 1
months he resigned.
Young quit after it was learned
he had met with an official of the
Palestinian Liberation Organizati on
(PLO), in violation of U.S. Policy,
and then failed to report the meeting
to the Department of State.
More than 1 00 nations recognize the
PLO as the legitimate political arm of
the Palestinians, yet the Israelis con
sider the PLO a terrorist force
dedicated to the destruction of Israel.
In .1975 the U.S. made a promise
to Israel not to negotiate with or
recognize the PLO until it accepts
U.N. Resolution 242 and Israel's right
to exist. U.N. Resolution 242 called
for Israeli withdrawal from occupied
·

territories, but also assures the right
of every state in the area to "live in
peace within secure and recognized
boundaries.
Youn g 's de parture caused much
controversy. He was considered a
very important link to black
America. and to much of the Third
World abroad. He is praised for his
forging of new relations in Africa and
the Third World.
His deception about the meeting
with a PLO official caused much em
harassment to the Department of
State, and there was talk of a possible
impeachment of Young.
The nation's black leaders were
stunned at Young's resignation.
Some feared a confrontation or ten·

sion between black and Jewish
It was also said that
leaders.
President Carter could lose the black
vote because of Young's resignation.
. Young was considered by many
Some
to speak too candidly.
statements he made such as labeling
the Cubans as a stabilizing force in
Angola and charging racism in
Russia, have been considered con
troversial.
Tickets for Andrew Young's Oct.
29 appearance at UOP are $2.00 for
UOP students and $5.00 for general
admission. They are available at the
Meadows
Store,
UOP Record
Camera Stores, the Delta Box Office,
Fidelity Savings in Modesto, and at
the door.

and U.N. Ambassador An
·drew young will speak here
next week.
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UOP is in for heavy problems.
passed a
Last week, the Academic Council unanimously
s constituent
motion to unify the calendars of the university'
by various
schools. Instead of the three calendars now used
d on all the
schools, one academic calendar would be force
line admissions
university's schools. The shift is designed to stream
, and allow
funds
and registration processes, save university
y of classes.
students greater freedom in choosing a wider variet
Sounds great, right?
Wrong. In fact, it doesn't even make sense.
popular 4-1-4
Is the university going to adopt the highly
enjoy and ex
now
ls
calendar that most of the constituent schoo
tend it to the rest of the campus?
by the
N-o-o-o-o-o-o-ol!l That calendar was described
of
tion
collec
a
as
Office
Vice-President's
Academic
ed
impli
t
repor
"hopes .... (that) have not been realized." This same
completely.
scene
the
from
ed
that the 4-1-4 would be dropp

Good-bye winter term.
present univerFront-runners to replace the 4- l -4 and other

quarter system, the
sity calendars appear to be the UC-style
the 4-4-1 calendar, a
trad!tional 15-week semester system, and
supposed to ac
variation on the 4-1-4. These calendars are
1 0-month educational
comodate both the 9-month and the

programs.
om polls of UOP
But do they accomodate the students? Rand
.), indicate a fondness
students, (not faculty, not administrators
a
t calendars. Far from being
for the 4-1-4 and other pre
suc
most
of the
failure, the 4-1-4 calendar is probably one
nt about the
stude
any
Ask
cessful institutions at this university.
answer will most
prospect of an extinct Winter Term, and his
"
probably resemble, "Why? I love Winter Term.
r of Pacific life.
facto
ng
Indeed, the 4-1-4 is a distinguishi
calendar. Phar
Students from other universities often envy our
the tri-mester
macy professionals admire the speed in which
e?
chang
why
system produces professional pharmacists. So
system allows
Some instructors seem to feel that the 4-1-4
month is
Winter Term to be a "party" month; that the
(1) the
ies:
educationally wasted. This feeling holds two fallac
"academic
ability to socialize or have a little extra free time from

if Winter T
ion and (2)
.
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Karen Komsak

PACIFIGAN
Patrick M cDowell
Editor-in-Chief

Sportr Editor

SteveRiach
N�sEditor

Kevin Bartram

�

Entertainment Editor

In what seems to be another episode in the year of the
smear campaign, Congressional candidate Ann Cerney
(Dem. ) staged one of the worst excuses for a political
of
speech here last week. Filled with a slanderous slouldl
rhetoric, Cerney noted that the main purpose of her
campaign was "to attack Norm Shumway's record", her
incumbent Republican opponent. Her negative attacks
on Shumway were apparently designed to cause the elec
torate to vote against him, rather than getting to vote for
her.
This campaign style is deplorable. When one ap
pears to be so lacking in virtues that she must stoop to at
tack her opponents, rather than present her own
programs, she demonstrates very little of the character
most Americans would like to see in their public officials.
Messrs. Carter, Reagan and Anderson have all lowered
themselves to these tactics, and Ann Cerney has now
brought them to Stockton. We hope future candidates
will steer clear of these dirty tricks. They reminlifijl fbd
much of the way Jimmy Carter got to Washington and
the damage he has wreaked there. Ann Cerney should
not get the chance to repeat her fellow Democrat's
mistake.

Mike Allen

Photograph Editor

Nora Tuncap

Pr duction Manager
?

Garry Silvey

C irculo«on Manager

m

Gregg Goldman
Managing Editor

Letters 'to the_ Editor
Editor:

ish'
Kickback editorial was 1idiot rubb
If you can find an example of a

Your editorial in the Pacifican of
Oct. 17 on the faculty kickback con
spiracy iri textbook sales was surely
I assume it was
written in jest.
misplaced from the April Fool's issue.
But no! That serious tone means we
are meant to take this kind of idiot
rubbish seriously.
I did not recognize this problem
from among the faculty colleagues I
know, so I went promptly down to
check among the fall books

remaining on the shelves, and to
check the shelf cards in the bookstore.
Sure enough, the vast majority of
us faculty members are perfectly
reasonable-we order only one or two
books, allow used copies, and are vir
tually blameless in this matter.
Why use a giant hammer to
crack a peanut? If you think that
Professor Darling, the instructor in
the course quoted in the article
(Business and Society) was excessive
in his book order, then go see him
don't attack all of us.

Japanese volleyers impressed
Editor:
On behalf of the UOP Athletic
Department and Women's Volleyball
Team I would like to thank the
students and faculty advisors of the
UOP Japanese Conversational Club
f?r their efforts in organizing a recep
tion to welcome the Japanese
volleyball delegation to the UOP
campus .
This reception was held last
Saturday evening and featured
musical �kits, songs, refreshments and
films which displayed the many
talents of the UOP students.
The Japanese delegation was im
pres� by th� warm welcome they
rece1ved, and 1t was a nice beginning
for their 11-day tour of the United
States.

I was extremely proud of our
UOP students, because through their
efforts we were able to demonstrate
the friendliness that seems to typify
the atmosphere among students,
faculty, and staff here at UOP.
I ��uld also like to give special
recogmhon to club advisors Ted
Takaya and Yoshiko Higurashi for
their guidance, and a special personal
thanks to club president Dan Kahl for
his hard work in coordinating and
hosting the reception.
It is a great pleasure to be able to
work with such fine people, and I
hope that the club realizes great suc
cess in their future endeavors.
Cynthia Spiro
Coordinator of Women's Athletics

The profs: aren't I crooks'

Editor:
copies of articles or stories and fin
From your Oct. 17 editorial on ding one textbook to cov�r all the·
the "kickback conspiracy, " I gather needs of the course.
that you think that the professors at
This letter is not being written
UOP are either insensitive ogres or with the intent to make all profs.
crooks. If your accusation ·is true, sound like Angels of Light: I know
how do you explain the action of Dr.
that there are professors who, with
Dewey Chambers, who told the their minds firmly planted in the
students in his Children's Literature past, underestimate the cost of
class not to buy the textbook that he today's boo ks as well as overestimate
himself wrote, because he thought the the interest of today's students.
book was too expensive?
But it seems to me that the editor
·
Mavbe I've been on the receiving of a . ewspaper ought to check the
?
.
end of Shi:'Cr dumb luck, but every one s1tuat1on
ou.t a little more carefully
of the professors l've had at UOP has before makmg
sweeping statements
�n. �ell aware of (and appalled by) about "the faculty. "
the nsmg cost ot textbooks, and has
taken such money-saving steps as put:
Linda Telfer
ling certain class materials on reserve
�homore
at the library, giving out xeroxed
COP

refusal to allow used copies of a book,
and you did not quote one, there may
well be a good reason, and not that
paternalistic one your editorial
Editions do change,
quoted.
publishers introduce devices to im
pede the used book trade (changing
diagrams or page numbers).
Find out the facts first! Indeed
find out the facts if you wish to be �
good journalist- I see no evidence
that the author of this editorial did
any research or even basic checking
up before writing. Did this writer in
terview the manager of the bookstore,
Professor Darling (whose course is
referred to in the editoral) or any
other instructor?
If this is the kind of journalism
we are teaching here or allowing to
happen, I must say I am disappoin
ted. I would have thought that any
student would have been better in
formed on this topic, but in case not
let me inform you and other student�
impressed by the nonsense that you
wrote that there are many other ob
vious reasons for the high cost of
books.
The loggers that cut the wood
the printing plant employees and
truckers who make and distribute
them all belong to well-paid and
highly unionized trades, each one
earning more than the average
pro.fes�or here. �ey. have kept up
the1r mcomes w1th Inflation; we
professors have seen ours decline
relatively.

Tuition has gone up m recem
years. far more rapidly than faculty
ad
The university
salanes.
ministration has a whole array of

possible explanations for this, which
they will supply on demand. For
each of at least the past four years
the tuition increase has been far
greater than the cost <?f a years' books
for the average student. Where is
that money going?
My salary is now just over 4
times a full year tuition payment.
When I came here 16 years ago the
equivalent rank received a salary
more like 7 or 8 times the then annual
tuition. Out of every $5000 paid in
annual tuition something like $ 200
goes directly to subsidize that inter
collegiate athletics programs.
Do you really need all of that?
$200 will still buy a lot of books, even
if they are required for "Business and
Society. "
An informed editorial could have
treated this subject much more in
telligently than did your silly and
ignorant attack on the faculty. Let us
see an improvement in the quality of
editorial writing in the Pacificanl
Roger Barnett
Professor, Chairman of the Depar
tment of Geology and GeogrcqiJy

(Editor's note:
The Pacifican
staff in no way meant for the editorial
in quesHon, "Are high book prices a
kickabck conspiracy?" to depict
every professor on the university
teaching staff We do realize and
acknowledge the fact that most
professors do try to make a concerted
effort to combine books with the goal
We 'might be understood if we
of keeping costs down. Our aim was
had a kickback from books, but we
to make the ones who don't give a
do not, and in any case it would har
damn about the cost of books realize
dly buy oneRedwoodRoom lunch.
we do not have money trees growin
Books are expensive, and you and
out of our pockets. This is the mai
all students have every right to be
reason so many students charge thei r
concerned with their price and the 1 boo when they buy them
�
, since the
value of making economies. Most of
don t have to pay for the books all a
my collea.gu�s a?d myself are aware ,. once. It gives the
student a chanee to
of the rap1d nse m the1r price over the
Jer h'•S expenses for a few months
d e,,.
past few years, and we do not con
We are truly sorry we rubbed a��
sider all students members of the rich
professors the wrong way, but if that
and carefree upper class though
editorial. got through to j ust one
for many, to judge by the �ase with
fiaculty . -member, it waS'
worth the
whi�h . books are charged at the
Hme we spent writing it and
begmnmg of each semester their cost
the _ink
we used to publish it.)
'
is not that critical.

�

�

Pool, ·shafer called out of .

of the Carter Re-election
demonst�ates the way
been trymg to force thei
beliefs and positions onto
body, even though they are
IT,III�
Ilisri
to be r�presenting the beli
.
umvers1ty commu nity.
The results of their nrll,nal':lllr
attempts have been to
off politically, both at this
and in the country, along
.
wastmg our seventy-five dollan
we must give to ASUOP each v-1111n11 ...
have speakers that many
not wish to hear .
Throug h their actions, /I:JVfiiiiPI.,_
leader ship has misused and
prop riated our mon ies to
campus biased and unoa•csu•·"'
tures which have had deva
fects on the political interest
Som e of us may only be nusl"llltllltio..
�ar, however, Mr. Ron Pool-mc'llr"'lat''1� comtng for a change at th is
stty and that change is starting
now!

Editor:
. I . �eel that the entire National
Pnonhes Forum has been radically
u�representative of the majority
v lews of the students at this univer
. That the forum
stty.
chose to bring
Andrew Young to campus only six
days before the general election- that
they retained a lecture on' th
possibilities of �n?ther McCarthy Er
m future admmtstrations (sic)· that
they had an address on the n� f
�and gun control in this country
tllustrate the lack of fair and
a1
opport�nity to express 0 eq te
Vte
n�tS With this administr
�.
�
m
l llarly these actions b th
p e�ent student leaders have ref cte
the�r total disenvowment of
.
the
maJont
y of the stud t
iaf by ASUOP Pre den
�{
�
n Nah. onal Prio rities Dire
ctor
S afer.
have a controversial lecture
r
com o speak on one dimens
ion of an
.
1ssue or, as in this case,
about one
candidate for the p�es . lden�
y (Andrew
Young is an authonzed pat
d member
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Engineering studen
ts getti
mad at senseless
rock pain

Editor:
We, the stu dents
The general appearance
of the Sch
Engineeri
a w ting t�is ool f ' dntra ce to Baun Hall has
lett
the stude �
er o
egr ad ed by the uno,.,<>rirl
regard to the CO t � UOJVersit y in 1 th e stu
dent groups "pa
Baun Hall and � mumg vanda lism of I r c k
Plea
8 sur�ou
se bear in mind
·
nding area . e�
We recognize
nse of restoring the area
t at pamting
the r ock 1 . pe
in front of
p ar by the Engineering
B un Hall is
a longstanding tra
emse ves.
dit on at
U
we would lik e
one that
to see cont<?P
.
mue.
.The next time you or your
However the
att on
manner in w
to paint
E
.
t�is has re
. decides
h ich
c�
meermg rock stop for a
dtsgrace to t ntlY .been done is
'1
n �onsider that how you
h untversi
ty and d
not reflect t
he i
oc
k ts a direct reflection on
ta
n
dards we expect of college stu �
.
Ce rtamly
t
s.
the recent
In particular
t
h
� roc k do not live up
we refer to
painting of th
t
h
atton s o f matu re colleg e
e ncrete a
around the r
nd bench
.
ns t � le organizations.
tantly, the oc !nd m?re im
- bespo
r
sh
po
eer
e
SU!]>n
andahsm of
sed if they live up
d<>?rs to Ba
th
u n Ha 1 1
The Engineering rock
uddles of
pamt dumped
i
P
w
e
c a e essly
ro�k have
aroun
�affiti, but for artistic
c
e rely on your ood
man y stu d the
rum clothin a
de
g and r epre
know the differenc . Please
hazard.
sents a
e
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'DATELINE

Quite an interesting restaurant
housed in a spacious, historical brick
building. Origlnally a Wells Fargo
.stop, later a feed and general store, ·
it ultimately became a speakeasy
60
during prohibition.
Many people
who frequent the place seem to enjoy
F1SHERMAN'S W HARF- The smell . sharing in this fascinating history via
of the sea is nowhere more refreshing : today's reincarnation as a restaurant
and old-fashioned bar. The food is
than here at the heart of the Bay. The
well
prepared and you can choose
renowned crab fleet calls it home as
evening
from such options as prime rib,
do many seafood restaurants �nd
seafood and escargot.
European
f e t only SOO YANI-- 326 E. Main (464- shops. Plan on spending an entire wines are served, and a full bar is of
acu}t �t8). Greek-born Nick and Kiki Af-l day here, visiting shops, restaurants
fered. If you like, two old restored
y
·
kin .�t., operate a fine little Greek- and attractions including the old boxcars are available for dining. The
sailing ship Balclutha. The Wharf
g
n:
in
downtow
nt
restaura
'
lt',.erican
,
place contains lots of wood and other
ckton. Everyone at Yasoo Yani area is best reached by a Market and
lendar ns concerned with living up to the Powell cable car or 30 Stockton Muni relfcs ruch as cilawine caskS and
unusual tables made from wood
which means bus.
ill c <! aurant's name,
packing crates. Banquet facilities
on�11.od health or journey." The walls
and catering. Open for lunch Mon.
ence be covered with large black and
Fri. 5:30-9 p.m. and Sat 5:30-10 p.m.
blow-ups of Greece, and with
'fie l ess "tte
Sun 4-9 p.m. Reservations a good
OF
ACI'S
hi good smell of charcoal grilled THREE
idea
ay $9on.-: b and pork, it is easy to think that' RECOGNmON-An exceptionally
old
Lovely
original
play
by
West
German
Greece.
in
are
11\il really
playwright Botho Strauss receives a
per pieces and hanging plants
very solid ensemble production that
dy tnov(:< a a feeling of the Mediterranean,
can only get better as the run con
Greek music provides
lake a · I recorded touch
tinues. Strauss' play, set in an art
of authenticity.
I� the right
enrol} he-a can treat yourself to souvlaki gallery but concerned with nothing
morning
less than the compromised state of
cal endar b red or white sauce, wrapped in·
life in the capitalist world, is so true
� bread, which is shipped in·
lro 11
at all cially from Chicago, (of all as to resist automatic analysis. The ANGEL
ISLAND-Sailing
on
·cesl). The pita bread is of excellent
characters he explores (17 in all, from
weekends from S.F.'s pier 431/z, 10
a deluded art gt,Jild director to a
Other favorites include
1lity.
a.m., noon, 2 and 3:45 p.m. Ex
girlishly lonesome lOYer) touch each
'ek salad and lemon soup,
hiking
cellent
picnicking
and
others' lives in remarkably tender
mades (stuffed grape leaves)r
facilities, island tour.
For infor
and funny ways. Dieter Giesling,
:lava (Greek pastry), Greek coffee
mation call 546-2815; island infor
who staged the premiere production
r---- wines, including locally made
mation, call 435-1915.
5ina. The Mediterranean plate is' in Hamburg, directs this first
Greek
various
American
realization
of
the
elay.
l>od way to sample
doD_lestic beer and
Through November 2. At the julian
M YSTERY
Jess Bra le5. Assorted
WINCHESTER
. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Theater.
Mon.-Fn
Open
IJICS.
1\duru•1
OUSE-Unusual home built by
H
�BM ring and food to go.
Private
Sarah Winchester, who was told she
lquets available in the evenings
would die if construction ever stop
cnt-e St. Den_h Greek tnusic and dancing. Call
Guided tours daily 9 a.m. to 5
ped.
/lush•�"•; Mar., I reserve ahead.
W OODBRIDGE FEED & FUEL
p.m. Highway 280 at Winchester
C O.-- 18939 N. Lower Sacramen
Boulevard, San Jose. Call (408) 247to Rd., Woodbridge (369-0266).
Typetetteu
2000.
Bonnie Big
Linda �J-----------------------------------------�--------------------------�
Janet Kill(
Joan Martm
l.inda Newlc
DiAnnSewr
new
STUDENT-A
GRAPHIC
Pacific Ave. Phone 466-1496 or on
L� yout c"'MPUS INTERVIEWS: 9-5 at
campus,
centrex-2444.
magazine
by
and
for
students
of
Ar
ter
nt
Cen
eme
de:c
e
ill K och n
chitecture,
Cartooning,
Design,
Peter Morg�l
Graphics and Photography from
om Urbanll\l' Burroughs Wellcome
universities across the nation, is
alter Wiebelli Mobil Oil
requesting that students of the above
Proctor & Gamble
EDUCATION/INTERNSHH' PRO
i-.--- Peter Kiewit Son's
fields submit their best work for
GRAM-The Office of the Deans,
by studenbi Loyola Law School
publication. Please send QUALITY
College of the Pacific, extends a cor
Comnlenlll U.C. Davis Ltw School
reproductions, or if you wish,
dial invitation to all students to meet
to the edit. Navy Civilian Careers
originals with stamped self-addressed
the Deans and to become acquainted
Sp.m. M11
envelope. If your work is published,
opportunities
work-learn
with
on campus�
the GRAPHIC STUDENT will pay
available under the College's 0>
you as follow ...
Education/Internship
operative
.... ....
- On Monday, Oct. 27 from
Program and opportunities for inter
n til three in the Gold Room, the
national study in Europe, Latin
Architecture; $30 Cartoons: $10
It Coast Law School Consortium
America, and Asia under the auspices
Design: $15
Graphics: $15
have information available to
of the Center for International
Photography
$15
·; ·� interested in attending laVI
�
in
held
be
will
Discussions
Programs.
1>Ol.
the Callison Lodge, 3:30 to 5:00 p.m.,
on the days indicated below.
The GRAPHIC STUDENT is pu
Refreshments will be served.
blished monthly by GraphiMedia
Corp., a Not for Profit Educational
Meetings on
Corporation, from September to
.S.-All students who are in·
June. Subscriptions available at $15
Co-operative Education and Inter�ed. in participating this coming
per year, $10 student rate. Make
nship: Wednesday, October 29
mg m one of the I.E.S. programs
check or money order payable to...
Study in Europe should consult
GraphiMedia Corporation
International Programs: Thursday,
lb the Center for International
(a Not for Profit Corp)
November 13
grams without delay. Also those
640 Woodbine Ave.
on Ca��ents who do not yet have their
Oak
Park, IL 60302
ASllf
t
3:30-5:00
p.m.
Callison
lication
Lodge
forms
should
obtain
them
y
wa
rc e their �begin the application process as
o nto thtftt as possible. The deadline for
ission of applications is not far
they are �
li
be
efs
the

the
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UNION STREET-From Van Ness
A venue to the twenty-three hundred
blo�k westward, this street is noted
for Its c�uster of antique and specialty
sh s, mterspersed with restaurants
anj>art galleries. A whole afternoon
can be spent sauntering from one
_
b�>Uhq
ue to another, and groups of
nmeteenth-century houses add to the
general interest of. the locality.

THE CANNERY-A striking San
_ o landmark is
Francisc
at 2801
Leavenworth,
Fisherman's
near
Wharf.
The venerable red brick
buildings, formerly the site of the Del
!"fonte Cannery, have been converted
mto ·an exclusive shopping and
restaurant center of considerable ar
chitectural distinction embellished
with gardens and pictu�esque views.

OLD MINT- The Old Mint, Fifth

and Mission Streets, monument to the
Gold Rush era and survivor if the
1906 earthquake and fire, first
opened in 1874. Original Victorian
furnishings. Gold coin collection. A
national historic landmark. Open
Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Guided tours available.
Free.
M A RITI M E
NATI O NA L
M USEUM - Ship models, nautical

artifacts and illustrations at museum
building, Aquatic Park, foot of Polk
Street. Open daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Free. Historic ships at Hyde Street
Pier, foot of Hyde Street, open daily
10 a.m. _to 5 p.m. Free. Ba�clutha,
_
square-ngged Cape Horn sathng
ship
43,
Fisherman
s
built in 1886, at Pier
Wharf, open daily 10 a.m. to lO p.m.
Call 556-0560.

evening

afternoon

PIER 39-Specialty shops, restauran
ts, and vantage points for some of the
best views of the city and the Bay are
housed in rustic buildings that extend
over the Bay. Entertainment events
'"'":h�ch might include anything from
d1vmg exhibitions to magicians·
amuse visitors as they stroll along the
wooden promenades.
Guests can
moor their yachts and saiboats in the
guest marina. 981-8030.

THE BEACH BOYS- WILL BE
PLAYING IN THE Cascade Show
Room of Caesar's Tahoe. The shows
are scheduled to run at 8:00 p.m. and
11:30 p.m. on both Friday and
Saturday nights. The two cocktail
shows will be $14.00 each, and there
is an age requirement of 21 for the
Midnight show. Call l-800-648-3353
for information.

DRABBLE

By Kevin

evening
RESTAURANTE.
Hammer Lane & N. Highway 99
(931-1763). Dining is a pleasure in
Albert's elegant turn-of-the-century.
atmosphere, which includes antique
leaded glass windows, lamps, screen
dividers and furniture. One of the
Valley's finest eating e�periences,
Albert's offers many imported
European wines as well as the best
California wines. The menu features
everything from prime rib and rack
of lamb to fresh seafood. Don't miss
the scampi in herbed white wine
sauce and be sure to ask for Albert's
special salad. Vegetable lovers will
be pleased with the w"dy the Chines<'
Open
chef prepares vegetables .
Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m.-midnight; Sun. l-10
p.m. Accommodations for private
parties and banquets. Reservations
are necessary on weekends. Coat and
tie required in formal dining room.
No such requirement in informal
dining room.
B!ir and lounge.
Moderate-Expensive.

ALBERrS

IN
INFORMATION
ALL
BEEN
HAS
WEEKEND
VERIFIED THR OUGH THE IN
THE
DIVIDUAL COMPANY.
PACIFICAN IS NOT RESPON
SIBLE FOR ANY PRICE, DATE,
OR TIME CHANGES. PLEASE
CALL THE NUMBER S GIVEN
BEFORE YOUR VISIT.

.

Fag'ari

THANK YOll

CORNERSTONE

•

CfCU

tou'·

1----'

thcl r pro
to turn
h at this nl AFf COUNSELING-The Ander·
lo
Y Center offers draft counseling
e
v olli'.nyone interested. We offer:
eacb
n
Y
tna
stud' Personal counseling with trained
at
,nselors. By appointment.
.
r actt oos..
misused an � Drop-in Rap/Discussion open to
Friday 3:00-5:00 p.m.
rnonies
un d onb stJ'
.
f
h ad de atn ?�ahon on leg1slahon, options
objection,
etc.
ter �c1enhous
ica l in
�ilable
9:00
a.m.-5:00
p.m.
Mon
l
Y
n
1
o
}\on PoO �S , through Friday.
"'"'""··-· a t tJrtiJl!
is sta
lerson Y Center is across Pacific
\In Bums·Tower at the University
Knoles Way and
f( ennetb the Pacific.
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Do All of Your
Party Trays for.Hallor:veen·
••

2101 Pacific Avenue
(at Dorris Place)
"On The Miracle Mile"
466-6849
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Smoked. Salmon

La Fromagerie

•
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Imported Beers

FREE PIZZA
BUY ONE PIZZA
AND
A PITCHER. OF BEER OR SODA

•

: �

o ' Collegeate Research
yo r 'Ipa·pi
to o �r P.O. Box 25097
o
st P f.,otJl" � los Angeles, Ca.H 90025
bOW oil� '
9ill�
ectiOtl
eflt P
to 0�
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Gifts for All Occasions

· •oa
�
r ;od 1• Send

0

Pate

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

$1.00 for your
t
9tt� 31)6-page, research paper
og t rillg ',Atalog. All academic
J;:o gioee
Sllbjects.
r

Fine Wines

Gourmet Sandwiches

arao Improve your
ape<: ll ,
.tt� a tt:�· grades!
• • 0cer JP� ...tiri
"
l ••
.o

Imported/DomesUc Cheese

12-6

Mon.

I
•

10-6

Tues.-Fri.

AND
WE'LL GIVE YOU A CREDIT SLIP
FOR'
THE SAME SIZE PIZZA
WHENEVER YOU WANT IT

THE EATIN' SQUARE.

Weberstown Mall

Stockton, California .
951-9225

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR WHOLE YEAR

Sun. 8a.m.-Sp.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-8p.m.
M-F 8a.m. _9 p.m.
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Life i n the United States for the
rcfugt.·t•s from Southeast Asia has
het.•n difficult. Becoming accustomed
to the American way of life, and han
dling harrassment from the American
pcopl<' has created pr�blems.
Ha rrassment of immigrants en
tering the t.•ountry is nothing new.
Throughout history new people
coming into A"merica have .been sub
jetted to abuse from people already
lwrl'. whether they are Chinese,
Polish, German, or Phill ipino.
"Americans harrass refugees
because thev arc new and unkno\1\n
and for that reason we are fearful ot
ttwm and thus dislike them," said
Stockton's
of
Krohn,
Rd><·l·ca
Catholil· Charit ies, an organization
lll'lping the refugees adjust them
�<'IV<'s to the UnitE.'d States.

U .S .S .R . h a s p ro b le m s

no

Bre zhn ev was 2 3 5 mil lion tons.

B y Joe Carrozi
Staff Writer

How ever, most forei gn speci alists tl
pect the grain y ield to be about 1 00
205 millio n tons - clo e to half 1
lion ton s sho rt.
mil
deten
its
id
sa
Iran
Meanwhile,
the northern outskirts of Dezful, I SO
two Iranian jets bombed the Iraqi
By Steve Riach
Commi
Cen tral
The
troops'
Iraqi
off
shook
Abdan
in
ders
miles
north
of
the
embattled
oil
capital, wounding eight civilians.
g speci � li�
youn
N�ws Editor
a
oted
house-to-house
prom
while
as�aults,
tank
refininJ.?; city of Abdan.
One plane was s�ot doy.m over Bagh
back-and-forth
Tht'
h<'avv.
agric ulture to full mem bersh ip m t�
fighting surged into a sixth straight
dad, and another was downed over
lightin� lwtwet.'n.I ran and Iraq is still
Ira
i
jets
retaliated
wrecking
a
q
buro and repla ced another d.
Khorram
of
ort
p
nearby
Polit
the
in
day
the southwest Iranian waterfront.
7.if1
�oi nJ?, on.
railway station on the line leading to
on
the
Shatt
al-Arab
waterway.
shahr
ficial who was killed in an accid
h.
Ahvaz, the capital of I ran's oil-rich
speec
this mont h prior to the
As I rani an warplanes attacked
Khuzistan Province. Also wrecked in
,.rr " ril r
M ikha il A. Gorb ache v, 49, a par
Iran
conceded
the
fall
of
Khor
The
summer
resort
of
Hajomran
B.tghdad, Iraqi jets struck back, and
ted to f
promo
was
ary,
secret
ty
ramshahr's prison and an adjacent
in northern Iraq was also attacked by
I raql KWUI\d forces tram led the die
the warfare were key mil itary
r
memb ership in the count ry's .num
bridge in the city to the Iraqi's.
Iranian warplanes, but the extent of
pdresRidt'l' t chrt r h
hard I ran ian defenders o Abdan and
positions on the northern outskirts of
one policy maker, the Pohtburo.
damage or casualties was not repor
Khorramshahar. Iraq also said it
l cal!,a n •
na
Dezful, 1 50 miles north of the emGo r ba chev becam e t he young
nt i n .
ted.
said
its
forces
"continued
to
sank an I rani an supply ship at the
I
raq
,
ut Sov iet inlc
battled oil refining citv of Abdan.
membe r of Brezhne v s I 5-man
north<•rn tip of the Persian Gulf.
consolidate their victories in the secmittee.
Baghdad also reported a sea
tors of their operations," which exIraqi jets retaliated, wrecking a
Despite the promotio n of
battle at Khor Musa, 20 miles southtend up to SO miles deep into I ran's
railway station on the line leading to
the average age of the Po
bachev
Khuzistan Province and 300 miles
s th<• war entered its second
Ahvaz, the capital of Iran's oil-rich
west of the Iranian port of Bandar
buro
is
still
69 years.
Qasr-e-Shirin.
north
from
Abdan
to
month. an Ira q i communique said
Khuzistan Province. Also wrecked in
Shahpur on the Persian Gulf .
------------------i 1\n, Carter
--------------------------------------------�----�----�����������------------------------�-------------------------------------------------a\\a re o f th
ruld poteJltiall}
•
J
al to the pro
trol
The Soviet Union has p roblems.
President Leonid Brezhnev of the
Soviet Union made this known in a
speech to the Soviet Comm unist Cen
tral Party Comm ittee this week.
Accor ding to B rezhnev there
may by difficu lty in supply ing food to
the people of the U .S.S.R. He also
said that improvements in consum er
goods produc tion is very import ant
econom ically as well as politica lly.
One problem the Soviets a re
faced with is their gain harvest of
When asked about it,
1 980.
Brezhnev said only that his nation
has averaged about 200 million
metric tons during the five-year
period that ended Dec. 3 1 .
The goal for this yea':_as stated by

·
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·
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C a rte r offe rs m i l l i o n s fo r h osta g es
By Joe Carrozzi
taff Writer
With the presidential election and
the first anniversary of the taking of
52 American hostages both just two
we<•ks away, president Carter has of
rcrt•d bill ions of dollars of incentives
to Iran for the release of the U.S.
hostages.
Despite the offer by Carter, it
was learned by the Associated Press
that a decision on the condition for

the hostages release will be made in
about 3 days. This decision was
telephoned to the AP by the speaker
of the Iranian parliament Ayatollah
Hashemi Rafsonjani prior to Carter's
announcement in Youngstown, Ohio,
last Monday.
"If Iran should release the
hostages, then I would unfreeze their
assest, which are several billions of
dollars . . . . I would drop the embargo
on trade with Iran and work toward
a resumption of normal commerce
with Iran in the future." said Carter.

The president also said "It is to
the advantage of the United States to
have a strong I ran. It's to our advan
tage to have a United Iran."
In his telephone conversation
with the A.P. Rafsonjoni said the
conditions for release would most
likely include return of the late
Shah's wealth, cancellation of U.S
financial claims against I ran, release
of Iranian funds in the United States
and guarantees on non-interferance
in Iranian affairs. These requests are
basically the same as those l isted by

the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
last month, he went on to say.
One demand that was not men
tioned that had been mentioned
previously by Khomeini was that the
United States apologize to Iran.
Last month Carter criticized
Ronald Reagan for saying that he
would agree to three of Iran's
demands:
that the United States
would not interfere in Irans internal
atfairs, that Irans .assets which are
frozen will be freed, and that finan
cial claims against I ran will be done

away with. At the time Carter felt
that Reagan should not bargain with
Iran throull;h the news media.
Editor's note: AtP.!ess time, Car
ter administration of
fi cials reported
that Iran appears ready to rel�ase the

Chine se Lan gua ge an d Cultural
S tu d ie s

S u p reme C o u rt ru le s Lae tri l le ba n
By Rob Brzezinski
Staff Writ�r
The justic·cs of the Supreme
Court !llat<·d t>arlier this week that the
constitutional right to p rivacy is not
good enough grounds for permittinl!;
the usc of Laet rille, since it does nvt
oth<•rwisl' meet federal drug standar
ds.

The resolution allows the Food &
Drug Administration to ban Laetrille
:1s a c:mc·er treatment for terminal ly
11l pal tcnts. 1.-.'lctrille will not be used
1�ntil it can pass the safety and effec
l lveness standards the government
uses for drugs, federal regulators
aid .

�ayne Pines, a FDA spokesman,
trymg to organize a special system
that allows cancer patients who
bdil've they arc near death to receive
.

I!>

Laetrille treatments in America if it
can be justified by the federal court.
The FDA and Nation Cancer In
stitute have organized four clinical
tests which are intended to determine
whether Laetrille has medical value.
The test are being held at Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn., UCLA,
the University of Arizona at Tucson,
and the Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center in New York.
Twenty .states have already ap
proved Laetrile use within their bor
ders, but the FDS bars its interstate
shipment.
This is why most
Americans who want to use Laetrile
go to Mexico for treatment, where the
dru� is not banned.

the last hope tor those whose physical
conditions are terminal. Right now,
the FDA says there is no proof of
Laetrile's safety or effectiveness. The
National Cancer Institute's test are
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A $ 1,500 reason
to join
the Army Reserve.

Soldiers start college
richer.
[.up

---

to

$20, 100 richer]

·

·

Most cancer patients and even
some physicians believe Laetrile is

PARTY DOWN TO THE RHYTH!( & SOUNDS
of "Work Your Body "
featuring DJ.11

Manylohman, c..mwon Ecluwrlll, & Lee Hutchison
October 31, Raymond Great Hall, 9-1 a . m .

DON'T MISS THE FUN!
SporaM�red by AauA Allu11ce

Pre-ule ticket. iA dae V.C. P•tW, Oct. 27-31, 11-3 p.m.
Tick• •l.o ..W •' the door.

�

he Army can help you sa ve a lot of money
for college
Enbst for two �ears and you ca n accumulate up to $1 3.400
When you enhs
t for three or four years, you receive up
to

:

$20 . 1 00.
The . savings stan when you enroll on
Educatoonal Assi. sta nce Pro
gram (VEAP. for

�

the Veteran' s
shonl. Under
l he VEAP • the Army contributes two
dollars for 8\/ery one
dollar you save for college.
•
An now. you may be able
to qualify for special education
on ntlVes of $8,000 ·$12, 00 0 depending
on length of
�
•

�

enlistment.

Your local Army representat
ive can give you all the
and tell you how to qualify.

Cal l

deta1" l5

Thos Offer Is Available In Your Area.

�

�
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�
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Arm y Sgt. Mike Livingston

95 1 -3 5 1 1
Join � peopa. Who'w joined the Army.

;:����

�
The $ ) 50) enl
ist men t bon�
offer is •noi
ner &OOd
us that many
unots now
rea son to
That"s in
n
dotlon
the
to all the
IO.
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of these stories have been
bn•·•vtur•M from information taken
several newspapers and wire

wa nts debat e ,

ea g a n

e ' l l g et it

on

On ABCTV's "Good Morning,
America" program, James Baker, the
Reagan adviser, advanced the idea
several hours before negotiations
regarding the debate and its format
began. Baker said Reagan's forces
would like to see the debate held on
election eve, after the conventional
campaigning has ended and " most of
the undecided voters are making up
their minds."
Carter
advisers
promptl
r.
protested the idea and Jody Powel ,
the White H o use press secretary, said
the president would prefer an earlier
debate to allow· time for analysis of
what the candidates have said.
"The main problem (with an
election-eve debate) is that there is no

I

Staff Writer

t

A senior pol itical adviser to
,ublican nominee Ronald Reagan
ested earJier this week that the
ected debate between Reagan
m i llion t President Carter should be held
he eve of the Nov. 4 election.

S

I

Speciali
he about !
c> l oc:c to h .,

time for anybody to be called for
misstatements, contradictions and
inconsistencies," Powell added.
Carter advisers felt that even
unintentional mistakes could not be
corrected in time if the debate were to

Po l l s h ows Rea g a n

Tu esday

News Editor

Ronald Reagan holds a nine per
cent lead over President Carter, ac
cording to an L.A. Times poll of
California voters.

be held on the eve of the' election .
They also pointed out that post
poning the debate to such a late date
would not allow enough , time for a
debate between running mates, Vice
President Walter Mondale and GOP
vice presidential nominee George
Bush.

By Joe Carrozi
Sta ff Writer

Although eager to participate in
the debate, Bush has said previously
that his campaign schedule leaves
him no time to prepare for such a
confrontation.
The sponsors of the debate, The
League of Women Voters, has
suggested that the debate between
Carter and Reagan take place in
Cleveland, Ohio, on Oct. 28.
However, representatives of both
sides, while a g reeing to debate, have
not specifically accepted the date or
loc_g,tion.

Only half of the Democrats surveyed in the poll conducted over the
phone from Oqt. 1 2- 1 6, said they intended to vote for Carter, while
almost 80 percent of the Republicans said they would vote for Reagan.

Staff Writer

of �
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omotion
p In a press conference held ear her
a gt· of the
, wfek at the White House South
'-"-----'· n. Carter said that Reagan is
lware of the USSR's plans that
aid potentially be devasting and
tl to the process of nuclear arms
trol.
Reagan, on the other hand,
ht to portray himself as a man of
----,;: as Carter did earlier in his
1-e,
opaign. But Reagan stressed that
ce was possible only by rebuilding
rica's defenses (which Carter has
lip a bit). Reagan also wants to
otiate a new arms control treaty
Russia.
ani an farlia' Carter explained that Reagan,
�es not understand the serious con
a y to dls�
.s tl/f! ci ent ly r:; uc nces of his proposals of new ar
�f't b y [ron. control with Russia", and thus
tO"·uld "throw the existing nuclear
·�l �a sed as

ns limitation treaty in the waste
ket...threaten the Soviet Union
�---t--- h nuclear arms race. . . and launch
qu.,, ro , ""•' •" '"pe,;udty"

C u lturar

President Carter's increasing at
tacks on Ronald Reagan on the war
and peace issue have Reagan cam
paign aids anticipating a " major
surge" by Carter.
Workers for Reagan believe that
the surge will be directed in key in
dustrial states. According to Robert
Strauss, the Carter campaign chair
man, the surge has already �un and
Carter is now either even or anead in
every major state except California
and Florida.
As Strauss summed up the Carter
situation at a news conference, he
also challenged Reagan to debate
Carter one-on-one. Reagan's camp
said that it still wants a three-pronged
debate including independant John
There were however,
Anderson.
messages from the Reagan people
that their stand may change or that
the Republican candidate may ap
pear on national T.V. to answer Car
ter's comments about war.
Edwin Meese III, Reagan's cam
paign chief of staff, said in a inter
view on Wednesday , "It is highly
possible Reagan will agree to debate
Carter or will deliver a 30-minute
speec h on national television."
Meese went on to say that "Car
ter's attacks on Reagan have raised
questions in peoples' minds that have
to be overcome .'
He also said that he feels "Car-

44 1 0 "

r

•

•

i n 1 2. If he wins all of them he will
have 372 electoral votes, 1 02 more
than is necessary.
The assessment also warned that
Carter may be close to staging a surge
in some traditionally Democratic In
dustrial States. In other words, Pen
nsylvannia, New Jersey, Conneticut,
and Michigan could end up in Car
ter's favor. These four states have a
total of 73 electoral votes which
would be enough to re-elect Carter if
everything else held true.
Cal ifornia with 45, and Ohio
with 25 electoral votes are the two
largest states counted as solid
Reagan.
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Where does thi s leave the United
tes for the upcoming election?
erica has two presidential can
lates who have contrasting views
oreign policy. The United States
�·t avoid the problem of potential
:r , for there are still 52 hostages
lCl captive in Iran.
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IBBY CAT (K ITJ'EN). ORANGE STRIPES
lSI' THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1 6, P.M.
SEEN PHONE 463-81 H

or

946-920 l .

Sperm donors needed
Infertility Medical Office
Financial Reimbursement.
For information, call

948-0907

iARGE. DRY, WARM, HORSE STALLS

13}. 368-9909.

bR RENT. In the Country, yet only 1 0
1inutes from Lod i . Large Corral. A lfafa

-

Roommates Wanted
New 3 bedroom house 4.7 miles from
fireplace, washer/dryer &

2 bedrooms available $ 1 35.

tmpus with

lean & nl'al, non-smoking, serious studen
·hwa\her.

S2 6739.
dc,ired.

~
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Contact Phil in the evening at

We arc looking for women �ith men
JJal cramps. to participate in a Program
klying the effectiveness of Biofeedback
d Muscle Relaxation. If you are in-

6·2 1 32 in the Psychology Department.

t•-d. please contact Allyson Wheaton at

ad mission s , and placement .
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Each candidate has tried to con
ce the public that the other one is•
. 1re likely to get the nation into a
u rse listur . Reagan said Carter has allowed
CO
nation's military strength to
dit
rsitY e r e jde, and Carter believes that
gan
V k 's policies could lead toward a
se s • T ra. lear war.
ud Y i n Ta l�

•

discussion of curriculum,

CD
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S Of fe rs:
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partici pate i n a panel
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Where does science fiction end a n d
reality beg i n? I t ' s a l l i n t he m i nd's eye.
Be i t the creative i m agination used to
produce Star Wars, The Black H o le, and
The E m pi re St ri kes Back, or t h e more
scientific approac h of hypothesis test
i n g a n d experime ntation, t h e d istant
galax ies of science fiction coalesce i n t o
rea l i ty with t h e advanced techn o l ogy
now being developed at a company
called T RW.

More than one third of those considered likely to vote believed Reagan
"would get us into war," including
half of the Democrats and 1 3 percent
of those who also said they were
R eagan suppor ters.
.

Twelve l a w school representatives

c::
CD

aun� C-34

• CALL

Carter got his positive response
for "exercises good judgement under
pressure"
and
for
"handling
problems in the Middle East. "
However, more respondants said Car
ter " lacks competence to be
president" and " runs a dirty cam
paign."

Get facts
on the law
school
ad m ission
process.

��-----------------------

............

aT?CiotON.

the minus side, Reagan had more
respondants feeling he is "too ex
treme" and "puts his foot in his
mouth."

sored by the League of Women
Voters, will begin at 6:30 PST, and
The
ll also surveyed the atOne sixth of those polls telt Ca
run 90 minutes. It will be nationally titudes o voters toward the canter "would get us into war."
--1
televised. R eagan had wanted the '---------------------;;.._------debate on Nov. 3, election eve, but
would accept any date between Oct.
28 and Nov. 3. the white House
would have prefferred next Sunday.

Editor's note: At press time, it
was reported that R eagan and Carter
have finally agreed on a face to (
ace,
no-topic-barred debate in Cleveland,
next Tuesday, Oct. 28, one week
before the election. the debate, spon-

ter's harsh attacks have backfired
and that peop le are going to sre
through that after a while."
That opinion seemed to be sup
ported by Carter himself when he
said, "I have gotten carried away on
a couple of occasions," after charging
that Reagan might divide the country
in a television interview.
Strauss' assesment has Carter
ahead in Illinois, Michigan and Texas
and even in Pennsylvannia, New Jer
sey, Conneticut, and Wisconsin.
But an inside assessment within
the Reagan campaign organization
listed the COP candidate strongly
ahead in 23 tat
nd slig_htly head

done" and as someone to be trusted to
do what is right for America." On

Th'e statewide survey of 7 1 0
Californians showed 45 percent
favored Reagan, 36 percent suppor
ted Carter, and 1 3 percent for in
dependant candidate John Anderson.
Other candidates received three per
cent with another three percent un
decided. The Times said that a ran
dom sampling of that size has a
margin of error up to five percent.

------

By Rob Brzezinski

didates. Those polled gave Reagan
the greatest support for "qualities of
leadership" and "getting things

By Steve Riach

a rte r ri ps R e a g a n o n w a r 1 s s u e ;
a nti c i pat e a ' m aj o r s u rg e '
ids
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holding

energy lasers, com m u nications systems,
plus other f u t u re projects still consider
ed scie nce fictio n.

A company cal l e d TRW will be on
c a m p u s. . .

N OVE M B E R 1 9

to i n t e rv i ew g ra d u at e s in s c i e n
t i f i c a n d tec h n ical d isci p l i n es.

It was t h e Defense a n d Space Syst e m s
G ro u p o f TRW who m ade poss i b l e t h e
V i k i n g L a n d e r b i o logical experi m e n t
w h i c h looked for l ife o n M a rs a n d t h e

Contact t h e placem ent office t o sche
dule your appointment. If u nable t o
m e e t with us, send your res u m e t o :

H i g h E n ergy Astro n om ical Observatory
w h i c h looks for q u asars, pulsars a n d
b l a c k h o l e s i n deep space. Profession
als at TRW- D SSG are now invo lved i n
such i m press ive tech nologies a s h i g h

C o l l e g e Relat io n s
B l d g . RS/ 8 1 96 U O P 1 0/80
O n e Spac e Pa rk
R e d o n d o B e a c h, CA 902 7 8
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T o d d , Uto p i a catc h
t h e Beat l es ' s pi ri t
By Kevin Bartr .. m
l'.nttrtlinmtnl Editor
Behind the masterful mixing and
t•ngincering of "the wizard". Todd
Huml�n·n, Utopia has pulled off what
the Knack only wishc:. they could
have - a succe.��ful. nonoHensive
mimicry of the Beatie . Utopia's new
nnd extremely innovative LP, Deface
the Mw.ic, was definately titled with
Utopia hardly
tongu<"-in.che<'k.
defaced th<• music: rather they have
alid<·d furthl'r tribute to the masterful
track record of �he grcate:;t rock
group l'V<'r.
Deface the Music is an out-an-out
imitat ion of the work of the Beatles.
From the front cover (a play-in
pidurcs· on the Meet the Beatles LP)
to tht· music itself, Utopia re-creates
the genius of the Beatlcs in a very
non-commercial
and
1 n•ative
f,1shion. Where the one-album, So
Cal phcnom group, the Knack, com
mercially ripped-off the Bcatles'
music, Utopia shows plenty of
musi<•al prowess and tall'nt in
imulating this particular sound.
Statell simply. the Knack appears
talent k�s and tac•tlcss while Utopia

Home", a song that sounds strikingly
similar to "Daytripper". "Take it
Home," the final cut on the first side,
is rougher and more r� w th�n
preceeding numbers, seemmgly m
dicating · a change in things to come
(on the second side). On this par
ticular sang, Utopia recreates to a
"T" the Beatles' style of breaking
beat and coming back in, one in
strument at a time, until the vocals
enter the sound to round out the full
Beatles sound.
The second side includes many
technical similarities to the Beatles'
later music. It is eerie how much
"Life Goes On" sounds like' Eleanor
Rigby", with the violin sound of the
Beatles hit reproduced by the "or
chestra" of the eighties-the syn
thesiser. Even the lyrics of the two
songs can be compared as the inter·
pretation of each can be taken as the
same.
.
The intermixing of the lead and
chorus vocals on "Feel Too Good"
has the same sound as the vocals on
the Beatles' "With a Little Help From
My Friends". Such obscure and less
obvious likenesses make Utopia's
Beatles re-creations much. less gim
micky than the one-way comJilercial
rip-off of that group I promised not to
wast print on again.
Other
Beatles/Utopia
comparisons are obvious in "All Smiles"
(which sounds much like the classic
"Michelle") and, in possibly the best
copy, "Everybody Else is Wrong'' .
The latter cut is very much like the
bizzare "I Am the Walrus", complt'te
with static-soundin� vocals and chan
ts at the end of the song that are eerily
similar. The theme of this song ap
pears to be based on the public
egotistical views on the Beatles put
forth: again, this dig seems to be
more tongue-in-cheek than seriously
critical.
Deface the Music is strong music
on its own level and very l istenable
without detailed and intense com
parisons to the "greatest".
However, the fun of Utopia's
latest is comparing and contrasting
and if this is done in a detailed and
thorough fashion, one could spend
many moons doing so.

Utopia's three other members
(Roger Powell, Kasim Sutton and
John Wilcox) also deserve a great deal
of credit as the vocal and instrumen
tal work is divided fairly evenly. As
a band, Uto ia has developed greatly
from a bar< rock group to a quartet
that can seemingly perform any type
On the group's
of popular music.
early albums, Utopia seemed to
desire popularity (and money) so they
went the heavy metal route.
However, last year's Adventures in
Utopia was their spaciest and most
"Fioydish" ever.
Adventures in
Utopia was also their biggest seller
and it appeared as though they had
found "their" style.
So what happened?
Maybe they got bored, but Run
dg ren and company then tackled one
:>f the toughest asSignments a band
could imagine- to imitate the Beatles
without defacing the music.

r

And they did it.
The similarities between Deface
the Music and the music of the Beatles
are numerous but a few likenesses do
stand out.
The most obvious similarity,
besides the covpr imitation, is the

·

exhibits all the talent and class of a
rt>al musical group. (Since the Knack
deserves no print, they will receive no
mon• in this artide).
Though the music of George,
john, Paul and Ringo is the basis of
Utop1a's new LP, the great reproduc
tion could not be accomplished by
many musicians. Rundgren, a highly
cclaimed producer through out the
music industry, has caught and
ma�icred nearly every technical
gimmick
th<'
Beatles
every
engine--re'd.
The accuracy with
whi<·h these technical musical sounds
arc r(•product•cl make the music, and
Hundgren, odds·on bets to receive
tons of critieal acclaim.

general length of the songs (short to
very short) and, consequently, the
high number of selections ( 1 3). One
particular cut is one minute, 4 1
seconds long and no one song on the
entire first side is over three minutes.
Another general similarity found
on Deface the Music is the simple,
rhythmic danceable style that the
early Beatles were so well noted for.
The vocals and guitar on the first side
sound hauntingly similar to the
young Beatles, but this particular
l ikeness serves only as a teaser. It is
the great technical similarities of the
second side of the l.P that really sells
the listener on "Deface".
The transition from side one to
side two is well created by "�ake it

Gamma - Gamma 2
Ronnie
Montrose
makes
another comeback attempt with his
latest band, Gamma. This one is
good strong rock, reminiscent of old
Montrose (in the days of Hagar).
Montrose might be ready to re-enter
the world of the superstars .

l
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Piani st/Composer Chic k ec;>re a,
be
and vibraphonist Gary Burton w1ll
ing together at the UOP conser
on Sunda y, November 2 .
i r concert style blends the clas
the
cal and Latin influences with
contemporary ·azz elements of today .
Corea an Burton have been a
successful recording duo beginn ing
the memorable album Crystal
They have since won a
Award ( 1 979) for the album
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and
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The jazz,
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"Wiseblood'':

I recently attended the ASUOP
showing of WISE BLOOD. John
Huston, director of many famous
films including MOBY DICK, and
the Bogart classics TREASURE OF
SIERRA MADRE, THE MALTESE
FALCON , and THE AFRICAN
QUEEN, has made a smaller in·
dependant film about a young man
!Brad Dourif) who rebel ls against
Jesus and form his own rel igion-The
Church of Truth Without Christ.
The young man, after leaving the
Army. travels to the Big City in sear
ch of excitement, only to become a
prophet of his own religion, along the
way meeting a variety of odd charac
ters including a $4-250 lb. hooker, a
not-so-blind "blind preacher" and
his horny daughter, a con-man, and a
slow-witted young ; man who just
wants a friend.
Good performances by Dourif
( t e stuttering inmate in CUCKOO'S
Dean
Stanton
• · ST).
Harrv
(ALIEN), and Ned Beatty, combined
with the general comedy of the script,
a good musical score, and John
Huston's di rection should have made
a great film. Weil-l was lost. I felt as
if I was missing something, or maybe,
as if I had missed a few scenes.
First of all, WISE BLOOD is a
period piece. I had thought that we
were dealing with the 1 940's, but
soon our main character is driving
what I thought was a SO's car, and to
add to the troubles, he's on sidewalks
populated by "1 980 people and streets
filled with Pinto� and other lntc
model cars .
The would
be - prophet's
seemingl y retarded ··triend" stea ls a
"Conga' ape-suit, and runs around
town in it . It was funny, but it really
had nothing to do with the rest of the
film. After these scenes, he simply
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H usto n cl as si c

Scene from New Line Cinema's "Wisebloo d "
disappears from the film.
I was lost, too, at our main
character 's
first
sadistic,
then
shocking ly masonist ic behavior at the
end. The film's finale had me j ust as
lost, as it did several other people I
talked to.
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Where to find a · tasty
sandwich in StocktorJ
For natural food sandwiches we
tried Mother Julie's (909 E Bianchi
Road.)
This restaurant is very
tastefully decorated with white
tablecloths and wine glasses on all
tebles. Mother Julie's offers a wide
variety of hamburgers-starting with a
one-third of a pound, Mother Julie
burger and featuring such excellent
combinations
as
meaty
the
m ushroom bur ger, blue cheese burger
and a great chili burger. She also has
plenty of cold sandwiches and a good
assortment of meatless sandwiches.

Staff Writ��
Since we're sure you tried all the .
lndwi ches we reported last week, .
J;>re are some more . And in case
we do make a·
>ou've wondt>red.
�mmision on a l l those weight loss
ills they sell at the campus phar
)acy.
Orlie's pl�ce (6 1 24 Pacific Ave.)

Mun�h-out guide
-Expensive Places-

fur ��u�

· 1C,

'inners. Impeccable servrd. Beer and wine only.

-Good Choices-

Good food; reasona
952-FISH.
Venetian Square
he Fishmarket
rices; Champagne Brunch on Sunday. At the fish counter, ask what
ve, it is not displayed.
Great burgers in a
957-208 1 .
7628 Pacific
Hamburgers
atmosphere; sandwiches and salads not bad either.

-Bargain BreakfastBest breakfast
463-027 1 .
1 537 N . W ilson Way
Inn
n. Don't miss this one-quaint atmosphere. Prices real low.

but the
j�1 usly the re
not achiel
y ou
j

r

The Batl Boys, a UOP and Mer
ced based rock band
rformed for a
dedicated group o
listeners on
Tuesday afternoon in front of Omega
Phi Alpha fraternity, The fans deser
ve the title of " dedicated" because
they had to wait four hours from the
time the band set-up, to hear the rock
music.
The
originall y
band
was
scheduled to play as an ASUOP
sponsored event. But, according to
informed sources, some confusion
arose and the Bad Boys had to be
rescheduled.
(The grou p is ten
tatively set to play this W�esday in
the University Center at l l :30 a.m.)
Not wanting to waste the transfer trip
of the equipment and the road crew
from Merced, the Bad Boys decided
to play, free of charge, in fraternity
circle.
After performing about five
numbers, the Bad Boys were shut
down by the Office of Student Life.
The OSL was receiving complaints
about the loud music "every half
minute" from teachers conducting
classes in Knowles and North Halls.
This was about 2 p.m.
After
heated
intense
and
negotiating between representatives
of Omega Phi, Dean Davis of the OSL
and band personnel, a compromise
was reached which allowed the Bad
Boys to resume p1aying at 5 p.m. that
evening. However, the music had to
end at 7 p.m., so that more classes
would not be disturbed.
' The Bad Boys played for a little ·
under two hours, in front of a diverse
crowd of fraternity and sorority
people as well as numerous dorm
residents.
A UOP security man walked into
the crowd at one point and when
asked if there was any problem with
the crowd or volume, the cop
replied, "No, I'm just l istening; I en
joy tht> music."
The rock group is comprised of
lead guitarist Craig McLean, drum
mer Pat Way and rhythm guitarist
Bill Evergenis (all UOP students),
singer Greg Bessener, and bassist,
Steve Cruickshank,

·
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r ul
Bistro
I-5 and Ben Holt
95 1 -0885.
Perhaps Stockton's
publ ic
t' at UQp t: rench food. Oyster bar, cocktails, lunch and dinner. Reservations suggested.
1 503 St. Marks Plaza
4 7 8-306 1
M i rac lc � .harlies Continental Restaurant
Olf ke loderately priced lunch outside by the canals of Venetian Bridges, very

for their hot roast beef san
and, for the l ife of us, we
figure out why. For $ 3 .00 you .
a huge helping of roast beef on
ite bread, smothered in a light
gravy. If it weren't for the ,
dryness of the'beet� the blandness ·
gravy, and "mushiness" of the
the sandwich would be fine.
I
ham
cheese sandwich '
lio nd is a little better 1
the
bee . There is a lot of
on the thing, a lot of cheese too. '
big problem, we thought, was the
cle whip and mustard carn
ation. Its taste leaves something ,
be desired and there is barely
ough spread on the bread to offset
1> dryness of the paper-thin ham.
What the sandwiches lack, the
llltt stcrful l osphere doesn't make up for. If
I r there was a redneck place, this is
Posters of roud marines and a
size bust o John Wayne adorn
like Hllfe place. There is a large counter
a few long, family style tables,
.,5 well dltd
ht
-riod.
n
t
o
,.
111
.
f j
The service was about the best
.rt. The owners are friendly; chatty
,quick. Orlie's dubs its draft beer .
coldest in town," and at SO ceo
for 8 ounces, it's a pretty good deal.
Ve suggest you spend a few more
nts for brew somewhere else,
wever.

All her food is "natural" and
prepared
and
served
with
a
homemade touch. She serves beer
and wine and has some very good
desserts.
Mother Julie's prices are
slightly high but for a good sitdown
sandwich, we recommend Mother

Julie's.

...

2222 Grand Canal Blvd #7
(near the new Hilton)

lO %

wi ll gi ve

off

on AU Jackets & Coats
uoith thi� Cour> m
off<r expirt·�
JIJ, 191;/J
t...
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Large Selection Now in Stock
c•ll 4784110

Downsta irs

University Book Store
Uninrsity Center

----�

•

'
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SALE
STARTS
TODAY

NEW RECORDS

From New York's

Biggest Distributor

$2.98

&

$3 .98

to

$12.98

Stockton, CA 952 1 1

New to Our
Store

•

(209) 946·2329

Rock
and ]a·zz Alb ums
only $2. 79
ALSO
1, 500 Cla ssical Alb ums
1, 500 ,

For a quick sandwich to go, the ·
li at Fry s Market (Venetian
uare) makes sandwiches to order
th a selection of 1 1 ingredients on
ur choice of breads or rolls. The
Ices are good and the service fast.
tn't get your hopes up too high,
tugh. While the meat is complex,
only use 3 ounces of it. You
1Uld be better off buying a quantity
meat from the counter and having
:ustom-made sandwich concocted
home.

Another catering-style deli is De
ci's (4555 Pershing) in Venetian
are. This palce is definitely a
�iality
deli
pesto,
featuring
1gne and a variety of other Italian
1es. The sandwiches contain plen
i pastrami, salami and other lun
meats. As far as an authentic
del i goes, Stockton is still
ting, thoull;h.

The Bad Boys (in front of ' Omega Phi Alpha), are (1-r) P� t Way, Greg Bessemer, Craig Mclean,
Steve Cruicshank and Bill Evergenis.

�

y

Still in search of the authentic
icatessen sandwich, we went to
e Deli (5644 N. Pershing.) Thil>
ce offers some good sandwiches
: it is basically a catering deli .
ey specialize i n Italian food such
lasagne, ravioli and eggplant par
Sean. As far as their sandwiches
their meatball is very good with
1\ty of meatballs and although
lr sauce was skimpy, I just asked
more. Their submarine sandwich
;ood too. The filling is a meat and
teSe combination, chopped like a
�d and covered with an Italian
ssing. The desserts at The Deli a re
ld; we liked the peanut butter
•kies and the cheesecake. They
ve no beer, but there is a 1iquor
re right around the comer.
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ENTER TA INMENT

· Di n i ng Ha l l Blues .

B y Jeff Levy
and
Ted Gibbings

Pacifican

CLASSICAL
MUSIC
ON SALE !

.,..
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By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

"We fumbled away our chan
ces," summarizes Head Coach Bob
Toledo in reference to Pacific's 27-3
loss to rival Fresno State. "Because
we were so young and inexperienced
we were intimidated," says Toledo.
"We didn't have enough poise to
overcome it."
The Tigers fumbled the ball 11
times, several times within their own
tcrritorv, with Fresno recovering it
seven ti'mes. Five of the seven turned
into scores. Each of Fresno's scores
came as the result of a fumble.
"They did exactly what we ex
pected," says Toledo.
But the Tigers, still hampered by
injuries, were unable to overcome
Frc ·no. As a result of the injuries
players with less experience at their
position or because as freshman they
latk(·d the experience, were "unable
to rel·ognil.e the fronts and react,"
ndds Toledo.
"The defense played extremely
well, and the kicking game went
v(•ry wt•ll," says Toledo.
UOP held Fresno to 51 yards
through the air and 18 1 yards total
Junior free safety Stan
offense.
Shibata is UOP's defensive pfayer of
the wt•ek. Shibata had seven tackles
and blotked a pass. The 181 yards
was the finest defensive effort of the

The Tiger's pass defense
season.
moved up from no. 6 to no. 3
·
87.4 yards
nationally , giving up JUSt
per game.
.
. .
.
Offensively JUni O r sp i tl end
Rainey Meszaros dropped from no. 3
to no. 8 nationally, catching only
three passes this week for a season
Junior quarterback
total of 38.
Grayson Rogers now has 104 comPletions, putting him seven on UOP's
·
the NFL' s
singI e season I ist, passmg
Senior
Bob Lee (UOP graduate).
flanker Rob Wilson extended his passcatching streak to 22 consecutive
games, and still stands 6th on the
career receiving chart with 72 catches.
UOP's lone score was a 35-yard
kick by sophomore plac�� icker Jeff
�unci\. It was Council s longest
f1eld go�I of the year.
.
Jumor punter Harley M11ler punted nine times for a 4 1.7 average and
was named special team's player of
the week. Miller still leads the �CAA
i� punting with 2242 yards m 55
kicks and 7 games.
As a result of the last three
games, UOP has 19 players injured or
Those include sophomores
out.
tackle Marcus Perro, nose guard
George Dunlap, offensive tackle Rick
Penn, fullback Gary Blackwell,
juniors outside linebacker Mike
Merriweather, and split end Rainey
Meszaros.
In looking ahead to UOP's five
remaining games, Toledo sees them

Ka ren 's Com me nts

run tbe footh·ll
�
as bemg verr physical games. W tln
� uatability. We'll be as comt eq
three of the f1ve league �ames, Toledo
· as we can " he continues.
pet ·tl1ve
wou ld l I"ke to wm those eague games.
Following this week's trip to
Tomorrow night the Tigers will
Tempe, Arizona to pia� Arizo�a
face their second Pac- 10 team,
State University, the T1 gers w 1 ll
Arizona State, in their second contravel to Logan, Utah for their third
secutive road trip.
PCAA game. this season, taking on
the Utah State Aggies.
"We' re oing to regroup, ' says
�
"If we have no injuries this
Toledo. " e want to try to get
" says Toledo, "we could beat
week
healthy. We won't play any hurt
healthy. This
players this week, because of our Utah: We must stay
·
a player if
rest
to
going
we're
week
he
up,"
adds.
league game coming
to how he
as
all
at
doubt
any
there's
The Tigers are 1_4 overall again"
feels:T
st the Sun Devils and 0-4 in Tempe.
m hoping that the younge r
The teams last met in 1978 in Tempe
will get expe rience," s� ys
guys
where UOP lost 42-7.
"We 're hopi ng for ·�o.
Arizona is led by sophomore Toledment for the future, and we re
ove
pr
halfback Willie Gittens, the top
what's the best thing in the
rusher with 405 yards and four aoing
he adds.
g
run,"
lon
touchdowns in five games, and j unior
"We've got to use the offensive
quarterback Mike Pagel . Pagel is 79
defensive plays that are conof 157 for 945 yards and eight and
to success with the people we
ducive
toughdowns. Also included in this
hand " comments Toledo.
at
strong drive is senior split end John have have to ;un plays that take au"We
Mistler the top receiver with 24 catvantage of the talent we have. "
ches and six touchdowns. They are
Toledo still sees youth as a large
among the top in the Pac-10.
in buildin g Tiger footba ll.
factor
"Arizona State might be better
,
.
.
week s game w1ll be broad�1s
than South Carolina, in that they do
more things offensively," says c�st �1ve on KJOY 1 28 AM. Game
hme 1s 7:30 p.m.
Toledo. "They have more weapons.
•

·

•

Wi nter bas eba ll com es
from beh ind to w1n
By Joe Carrozzi
Staff Writer

By K aren Komsak
Sports Editor

Field hockey , tea b ri n g U O P poise
Tea , scones, and field hockey. A bit of Britain At UOP.
Last Saturday I had the pleasure of attending a UOP
field hockey game and proceeding Tea. The team performed
exceptionally (winning 5- l ) and the "Tea" was refreshing.

The UOP Tea had been designed to serve as a public
relations pitch to involve more people in the field hockey
program which has been at Pacific since 1 975 (inter
collegiate since

1 976).

In England, from where field hockey was exported, Teas
and scones (a type of bread) with butter and preserves, are a
common occurrence following a field hockey game.
I was impressed with Saturday's outing.

Field hockey

can be entertaining and tea is a nice afterthought.
. Saturday's experience reminded me of what I expected
college athletics, and college in general, to be.
The game was competitive and the social atmosphere
was pleasant.
UOP, to me, is California's collegiate mirage in l iving
color. Ivy League gone West . Prep image, brick buildings,
small campus and community, private institution . . .
The field hockey tea added to the image because it
promoted involvement, a social environment, an oppor
tunity to get to know players and coaches, a chance to talk
about the game, and simply j ust to relax.
It was great planning and a great idea.
I ' m grateful to the field hockey program for involving
me and letting me share more of the collegiate experience.

D o n ' t l ose the fa ith

St oc kto n to
ars sto pp ed ov er in
.
The Ja pa ne se All -St
mg
m. The y left aft er los
tea
ll
ba
lley
vo
s
'
n
me
UOP wo
Kim M cD on ald .
Pictured abo �e is sen ior

•
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U. O.P. baseball teams pulled out
four late come from behind victories
as they won all six of their winter
league games last Sunday.
Tiger no. 1, lead by junior out
fielder Steve Green's five hits which
included a homerun and a triple, up
ped their record to 7-5 with a sweep
over Der Weiner no. 2 .
In the first game, senior first
baseman Pat Tobin's RBI double and
freshman catcher Pete Pappa's single
in the sixth inn,ing �ere the tying and
winning blows. Sophomore pitcher
Bill Bartz pitched tp� last 3 innings
shutting down Der Weiner no. 2 for
the victory.
Came 2 included more of the
same come back heroics for Tiger no
I . With Der Weiner leading 4-3 in
the seventh, Green and senior out
fielder Reggie Marsh laced back to
back triples to tie the game. Junior
catcher Mike Dutra followed with a
game winning single.
Senior outfielder Mike jackson's
3 run first inning homer carried Tiger
no. 2 to a 5-3 victory in their first
game against the Sports Shop. Steve
Riach pitched four I hit innings to
shut down the Sports Shop. Fresh
man catcher Mike Dansby went 2-3

in the game.
The second game proved no con
test as Tiger no. 2 thrashed the Sports
Shop 12 -1. Junior outfielder Devin 1
Ruby led the hit parade as he went 33 with 2 doubles and 2 RBI's. Senior
Stransky,
baseman Rob
third
Jackson, freshman first baseman Jeff
Townsend, and freshman outfielder
Jay Hynes all contributed 2 hits and 2
RBI's.
In Sacramento, Tiger no. 3
pulled out 2 close games in the late
innings over Miller Auto. Sophomore
Ron DuHamel and junior Greg Unger
supplied excellent pitching in the first
game as they combined for a 3-0
Freshman first
shutout victory.
baseman Kent Cooper's 2 out single
in the sixth knocked across the win
ning run.
The second game was won 2 -1
by Tiger no. 3. No. 3 battled to a 1- 1
tie on sopoomore second baseman
Steve Smith's bunt single and
sophomore outfielder Dave Derby's
sacrifice fly. In the seventh inning
sophomore Matt Dulick bounced a
base hit into left field with one out to
drive in the winning run.
Tiger no. 2 is in first place with a
10-2 record after 6 weeks of play.
Tiger no. 3 follows in second at 8-4
while Tiger no. 1 is third with a 7-5
record.

S to c kt o n C o lt s o p e
I Ce h o c key s e a so
•

By Bill K ochenderfer

Staff Writer
The Stockton Senior Colts ice
hocl<ey team will take the ice this
Saturday, at 5 : 30 p.m. in the first of
The
1 7 home games this season.
team, sporting 13 returning players,
hopes to provide spectators with, ac
cording to J.D. Lash, "an exciting
brand of hockey, marked by its fast
and smart skating . "
The Colts were organized in
1960, playing against various semi
pro and college teams. Players are
from Stockton, with some having
hockey experience in Canada. Two
UOP students, sophomore J. D. Lash
and senior Cam Miller also play for
the Colts.
Last year Lash skated for the
junior Colts team, leading them with
31 goals and 17 assists in 24 games.
He was among the top 5 scorers in
Northern California , and hopes to

By g.���

..

._. ...... _ ,_ _

add as much as possible to
team.
Coach Ron Martin, last
junior team coach, has
played with semi-pro teams,
a strong defensive0game , a
bined w ith some sbjirp
challenging schcelulc, shou
interesting season.
The Senior Colts are a
corporation, relying on
fans for funds to rent
defer costs of road trips
ment. Tickets for UOP ><UUOJII�
two dollars .
The opening game is
Stanford, with upcoming
November I S versus Mrmu•nn.:"
November 2 3 against San jost'
Editor's Note:
The
pleased to present you with
of Stockton Senior Colts ice
We will fea ture this weekl y to ill:::�1 1An-c.n.· ·b.o(
the UOP commu.n it'l of this

N ati o n ' s best tee- u p for· U O P g o l f to u rn a m e nt
By K evin Coombs
Staff Writer
The Tiger golf team, under the
coaching of Glerr Albaugh and the
playing experience of four seniors, is
looking forward to its best year ever.
Led by Senior Captain Jim
Rowse, two time honorable mention
All-American, and seniors Bill Cor
bett, Jim Evans and Scott Wenborn,
the team can claim the experience to
win while having youth for future
years with sophomore Kevin Orona
and freshman Ken Earle rounding
out the top six.
After placing 20th in last year's
NCAA Tournament at Ohio State,
Albaugh had high hopes for the team
as they traveled to Lake Tahoe for the
Wolfpack Classic in September. The

team won the 54 hole tournament ten
strokes over San Jose State. The team
was led by Orona, Evans and Rowse.
Orona tied for first with Jay Don
Blake of Utah State. Blake won the
sudden death playoff on the first ex
tra hole. Evans placed third with
Rowse in fourth.
The Tiger swingers finish the fall
schedule next week with two tour
naments.

On October 27 and 28 Wood
bridge Country Club in Locli will host
the Ninth UOP Autumn Invitational.
Pacific will enter two teams with the
final roster unavailable at press time.
Some of the top teams and
players in the country will tee up for
36 holes on Monday and 18 on
Tuesday.
Oral Roberts ' will arrive ranked

•

first . in the country since they have
beaten last year 's NCAA cham pion
Oklahoma State twic e this year .
Ora l Roberts also retu rns four of the
players from last year 's team whi
ch
captur� four th at Ohi o Stat e.
You ng will com e
. Bng�am
w1thout Bob by Cla mp ett who
has
!'Irned_ pro. BYU retu rns four pla
yers
n �clud �
l g Barry Wil lardson who took
e1ghth m Ohi o.
. The Pac- 10 is wel l represented
wtth_ An. zona State, UCLA
and USC
playm!?. USC is the To urn
am ent ' s
champiOn. They were led
last yea r
by Tra cy
Nakazaki ,
a
soph_omore, who shot an eve now
n
to wm the ind ivid ual honors par 2 13
.
U h State, hig hli ghted
by Jay
i
Don
ake , Sa n Jos e State,
Fre sno
t ate �nd UOP wil l rep
res ent the
CAA m the tou rna me nt.

�

�

Follow in[; th� tournament,
will get one day of rest
travel to Stanfo rd OcltobCII JIIIII�
thro ugh Nove mbe r 1 for the
Invit ation al .
Many of the
pl�ying in Lodi will be there
w 1 th other golf tea ms.

Alba ugh feels that "we
very good chance to win both
naments. We will need three
rou nds of golf to win at n v�......
and thr ee out stan di ng
Stan ford . The key to our
Play of the fifth and sixth men."
fee time s for UOP
beg in in the ear ly morn ·
continuing all
we lco me to see thi s

I n every game (with the exception of ties) someone must
win, and someone must lose. Saturday was UOP's turn to

BRIEFS

lose in footbal l .
A s a result of that loss there's a lot of "finger-pointing"
going around. This is discouraging.

Not only to the team,

but to those that do it.

As much as patience is a virtue, so is understanding.
Remember as this week comes to a close that it's much

easier to commend someone for outstanding achievement
and pat them on the back, rather than when they make a
mistake.
It's much ha rder to pat someone on the back and en
courage them after they've lost, but does that mean that they
need it that much less?
Where are all those people who came out of the wood
work to shake hands with and commend the team for the
Washington victory? Have you all crawled back into the
pan�lling? Why do you all turn your heads now when you
pass by a player or coach?
Granted, trying isn't the same as winning, but the effort
is surely commen dable.

Women's soccer meeting

UOP women's soccer will hold a
meeting Monday Oct. 27 at 9:00 p. m.
at Wendell Phillips Center, room
123 .
All those interested please attend.
Become part of a fast-paced, fast
·
growing sport.

41

KUOP hosts sports show

KUOP is now offering a 112 hour
sports talk show covering local and
national �rts airing 6:30 p.m. every
Thursday mght. The show is called
"Sportstacular."
Co-anchorman Dale Yuro ng and
Bret t Watson cove r UOP and local
Stockton Sports. Steve Riach reports
the national sports developments
along with a weekly pro footbali
review. Steve Moyer has a football
��c::::. playback segment, in which he
highlights the week's OaklandRaider
, game. There is �!so an assistant staff.
,
Next week s show will have
reports on the "high-five" handshake
of athletes, women in the locker
room, and a special interview with
Dom Geo rge, the president of the
Stockton Hall of Fame, along with
the usual local and national sports
reviews.

ii�:JSiif(�i:irllt:;��:=...:.

T RA M UR A
B y John Rawson
Staff Writer

mat ches in orde r to win
nam ent.
And he di d.
fina lis ts wen t neck ·and
end , but Geoff eme rged
c hamp with two rnr1sec:uu•·
tories.
Com ing up on the
2 nd " major" sport of the
that
bei ng
the ver)'
Vc_>l leyball . Sign-ups have
wrl l be o pen unt il Thursda)'.
Fee will be $ 8 per tea m
beg in on Nov. 3, and tea ms
pre pa red to play any n
through Thursday. If your
p references for partic u la r
please list them on you r entrl
The re will be adva nced.
m ediate, and novice
Tod ay mar ks the
the B lea gue playoffs.
- root for you r favorite
teams.

O ctober24, 1 9 8 0

SPOR TS

o l l eye rs d efea t J a pa n
1 1 - S ta rs , 4 - 0 i n N o rC a I
The All-Stars changed their
strategy and started placing the ball
instead of rifling it into the Tigers'
cqurt.

By Walter Wiebelhaus

Staff Writer
Comprised of two Olympians
the best collegiate players in their
, the Japanese Collegiate Allvolleyball team paid a visit to
University of the Pacific only to
in three straight to the no. 2
Tigers, 15-5, 15-7 and 15-12,
at San Joaquin Delta College.
games, though, were much
and much more exciting than
scores indicate.
timely
spiking,
Powerful
and dividing saves by
of both the All-Stars and the
had the crowd of 2200
The fans
awestricken.
..,...n
.." t11'!ll with a one minute plus
ovation at the end of the

•

highly-skilled
and
ined All-Stars had to change
game plan early in the match
themselves unequal
in
The Tigers
stature.
veraged two and one half inc;:hes
aller than their foes, blocking the
.tars first five �ik� straig�t down.
"They didn't know what to ex
ect," pointed out UOP Head Coach
Liskevych. "They were not
to play a team of the physical
we are."

The Tigers played the Stanford·
Cardinals Thursday night in the UOP
gym, the scores of the contest were
unavailable at press time.

In other Pacific action the Tigers
upped their NorCal Conference stan
dings to 4-0 with victories over San
Jose State and the University of San
Francisco.
UOP traveled to San Jose last
Thursday and beat the Lady Spartans

UOP will open up Friday mor
ning with a game against no. 7
ranked Utah State. No. l USC, who
lost to UCSB last week in Santa Bar
bara 3-1, will be matched up with
unranked Michigan State in the first
round of play.

Before Thursday night's match
with Stanford, the Tigers had a 32match home winning streak, not
having lost at home since Oct. I S,
1978 to UCLA. In addition, all of
their home victories this year, nine in
a row, were won 3-0.
Pacific will resume action
Tuesday with a conference match in
Berkeley against the California
Golden Bears.
The Tigers will they play in the
24-team, UCLA Invitational next
Friday and Saturday.
The tour
nament will feature the top nine
teams in the nation.

ater . . Polo maki ng waves, getting · wins
Q P�'"!
a 5 0 �8. [

11 •

Staff �rim

The UOP wate� polo team
ayed against Cal State Fullerton
1St Friday and lost by a close score of
Saturday, however, they beat
lan ose State with a 9 point lead, the
na score being 18-8. They suffered
J>O� iblt· 1, nother loss , Wedt_lesday against
resno State w1th a fmal score of I l 1, rti n.

l

,a,·

season, is the team's top scorer. Bob
Bejan has a record of 38 goals, and

In their match against Fullerton,

has ltll le
top Tiger scorers were Bob Be 'an
ll l ! - p ro traml nd Jon Drake, each with 3 goals.
1\ c a rne. 'like Wall also scored one goal.
•

Mike Wall has 36 so far this year.
The Tigers have a match against
Hayward State today at 3:30 at UOP.
Next week they play C.S. Fullerton
and C.S.U. Long Beach on Thursday.
Both are away games.

The Pacific water polo team now
has a record of 14 wins and 17 losses.
Jon Drake, with 39 goals for the

By Sharon Khazoyan

1 c �h
·llrp k..tJsis ts were made by Jon Drake, Chris
lwUliTr , houLobinette, Ron Robertson and Mike
c•n.
'all. The goalie, Mike Ennis, had 8
Col t s an· J �.ves, and 8 goals allowed in the
h· ing on 'll' tch.
•t 0 rent the
1 u,ul I r i p:, Jr
Pacific was victorious in their
for UOP <t atch against San Jose State through
united team effort. The goals were
i ng gn nw � !Ored by Drake and Wall, each with
h u pcornu( points, Bejan with 3 points, Sch
vN us Moll!!iartz with 2 points and Robertson
; � g .J i n st San) 'th 1 point. The assists were made
y Robertson, Wall and Wallace,
The P•itith 3 each, and Bejan, Drake,
1 '
o u uith obinette and Schwartz with 1 each.
1 q
o0alie Rich Larrouy �ad � saves and
01: Colts ''
goals allowed. Th1s v1ctory gave
k/�
l'f
u
. r I f 1� u· h:!:te Tigers a conference record of 1-1.
of
r
·11
'1
mun
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in three games. They returned home
for a match against the USF Dons
Tuesday and glided to victory 15-3 ,
15-6 and 15-3.

The change didn't stop the
Tigers, though. unior Jayne Gibson,
Kim McDonal and Senior Patty
Berg all continued to block and spike
extremely well throughout the match.
" That's the best match we've
ever played as far as front row
blocking and hitting is concerned,"
Liskevych said.
Immediately after their match·
against Pacific Sunday, the Japanese
All-Stars left for contest against
Fresno State on Monday and the
University of California, Berkeley on
Tuesday. The Stars beat them both
easily in three games. The Japanese
All-Stars played UCLA Wednesday
and UC Santa Barbara Thursday, but
scores
of both contests were
unavailable at press time.
The Stars will then wind up their
tour with a match against the no. 1
ranked USC Trojans Saturd�y night.

J
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Field hockey has a good week, 3 - 1 . One highlight was their victory over Southern Oregon.

F i e l d h o c key h a s b e st w e e k ,
w i n s t h ree g a m e s , o n e l oss
By Marti Coyne
Staff Writer
The UOP women's field hockey
team completed their best week of the
season with three wins and one loss.
The Tigers defeated De Anza, the
defending JC State Champions, by a
score of 2- l . Goals were scored by
Sue Cassell and Laura Kuhn.
Pacific then played Cal State
Chico, who are undefeated in NorCal
competition, and lost 1-0. "Next to
Long Beach State (the defending
national champions), they were our
biggest challenge," says Head Coach
Carl a Konet.
"Chico is a quick and
aggresive team. The stickwork of
their forwards is excellent."
Pacific played a strong defensive
game, and top players included
Megan Brick at goalie, Laura Kuhn
at sweep, Diana McCue at center
back, and Pam Fan at right link.

The forward line continued their
seasonal improvement and main
tained a substantial attack. Chico's
only goal was scored with just seven
and a half minutes remaining in the
'
game.
The Tigers had been worrying
the Chico defense when the gC:me had
to be stopped due to interference
from intramural whistles on the ad
jacent field.
When play was
resumed, Chico pressed a momentary
advantage and scored. Pacific was
unable to score in the remaining
minutes to tie the game.
"It was a moral victory for us,"
said Konet, who was pleased with the
total team performance. "We kept
our concentration and our pacing for
the entire seventy minutes."
The Tigers then faced Southern
Oregon winning S- 1 . The score was
the highest in Pacific's history. Three
of the goals were scored by Pat
Mushrim, who turned in her best

game of the year.
The first goal was scored in the
initial 30 seconds by Jill Moore off a
center by Kelly Bulow. The goal set
th,e pace for the rest of the game.
Pacific completed their JC com
petition Monday against Ohlone and
won by a score of 2- l . Goals were
scored by Jill Moore with an assist
from Beth Bordon, and the penalty
comer team of Mary Cusick and
Laura Kuhn combined to drill in the
winning goal. Ruth Young and Lin
da Day were named outstanding
players for the game.
The Tigers travel to Ashland.
Oregon this weekend for tournament
competition and"close the season next
week with conference play against
San Jose State there, on October 29 at
3:00 fMll · , and against UC Berkely
here, on October 31 at 3:00 p.m.

�

1
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Against Fresno State, Pacific's
ss was mainly due to not scoring 1l
.. -..
hen they had the opportunity, ac- l
•• •
!rding to Scott Seabaugh. They ha<iJ
'teen opportunities with a "man! rr.,.. advantage over San Jose,but they
.
Water polo continues to have competitive sea�on.
t h t tou r narnltlly scored four times in those:
;
du y (l( rt'st Juations, Seabausdt explained.
Bob Bejan ancfDrake each scored,
w nford
l)('r l for1 �ints for the Tigers, and Seabaugh
tvf a nY 0 1if>red once. Wall made 3 assists, and
d i will be ill Drake and Ken Hatrnon each
ade one. Mike Ennis had 7 saves in
1 t t'arn s .
e game.
Babka Beer

e nt
•
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WillERS MAY GET TO COMPETE II THE ACUI REGIOIIALS IN SAl DIEGO
(ell expenses paid)

University C enter R ecreatio n R oo m ; October 2 8 , 3 p . m .
Enter in University C e nter Booth by Oct . 2 7 ; $ 2 . 5 0 entry fee
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Pla ce T . B . A . :. N ove m ber 1 4 - 1 6
N ov . 1 0 ; $ 2 . 0 0 entry fee
Enter in Unive rsity center Booth by

( Ope n Division ) ; N ove m ber 1 0 - 2 1
N O E N T R Y FEES
Sign up by N ov . 8 in Univ ersity Center Boot h .
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Camp
Last WP�k I was sitting on a University Cent�ryicnic table just minding my own business, drinking a coke and reahzmg how unprepa red I
was for <'I ass. S uu1den 1y, I ha d th'IS overwhelming feeling that I was
being watched. 1 looked up to see who it was. With shock, I noh'ced
.
twentv-fivc or so over dressed. acne ridden high school kids (armed with
tacky.· brigltt or.·tnge UOP folders) staring at me like I was some kind of
'£Oo (not Grace) animal on display.
Many other students have told me of similar experiences. Most al 1 0f
us (unless )Ou're in a ('oma) marvelled at last Wednesda ·s .or.ange fol�er
mystery. With the help of Stephanie Liskevyc h in the A�miSSIOns Off ICC,
I got t }1c rPa I scoop on th is p henomenon.
.
You see , last Wcunesdav was California Scholarship Federahon
day. It's the only day all year that the Admissions Office can ac�ally
get dose to 800 pro pt>ctive students on campus at th� sa�e hme.
Reprt•senting 70 high schools from North Central Cahforn1a, these
so homorcs, J'unior and seniors were invited here to get a look at what
co�lege is all about.
.
These kids were all honors students of one sort or another, whtch
means that they were a II bright enough to know that .visiting college is a
pcrfed wa�· to mi s a day of school . But were they bnght enough to get a
real idea or what life at college is really all about?
Let's think back a minute and try to recall what WE thought UOP
would b lik<' when we were prospectives.
The da)' you visited campus was probably a nic.e warm fall day.
. · Y ou
Evcr • thing was orccn
and growing. The flowers were m fu11. bl oom
..,
coul<.ln't bel ieve how beautiful the gir1 s 1ooked (or uys, if that s. your
�
t hing) and you
probabl spent more time lusting t an you d i d mves.
tigating t� s�o�. � f• t� ��ffib yoo �lked � wMe pka�� �d
friendly.

R11i1 e11ed

Paeilie

- ey were:K-a
They seem� so bright and capable that you h a d no c 1 ue th
rna e
week or so behind in all their classes and still owed three papers to
.
tes.
up incomple
..
· 11 be
They gave you a tour of the campus and you th�ugh
, t t h'IS WI
better than living home anyday." To be sure, they dtdn t show you the
bathrooms in Grace on Sunday morning or ,those echo chambers they
.
call classrooms in Knoles Hall.
. .
le m �.�
Instead, you got to sit in on a Ray-Cal class that had four peo.p
.
e
and you were shocked to hea r the students refer to t h. e profs. as Cort
.
or "Bruce" instead of Dr. so and so. "Boy, college IS really somethmg,
isn't it?"
·
It didn't take Iong before you felt ri d'Icu1 ous, bemg all dressed
.
. up the
that It
�ertam
�ere
you
mind
in
were,
but
the back of your
way you
would help you in your interview Olt that dreaded mtervJew!
You passed through the Stud�nt �nter and thought it wascrr reat th at
they had a snack bar that was open all day.long. But you di n't �uy a
hamburger because they had given you a ticket for a free l�ch 1� the
dining hall. (Later you would find out wh at a s1y move th a t 1 1 ttl e t 1 cket
was.)
Weeks passed by and you checked the mail .everyd ay. "If on1Y. . 1
hadn't made such a fool of myself at that interview, you thou�ht, I
know they would have accepted me." Then one day you got that ateful
letter.
"Dear Applicant: We are happy to inform you that eve� though you
made a fool of yourself dur1' ng your interview, we've dec1ded to take
your money anyway."
.
.
Oh, you were fi' lled w•'th such J'oyl You could hardly wait to sign the
prom1'ssory note. YOU WERE GOING TO COLL.EGE! .
. .
Well, now that you're here, what do you thmk? D1d your VISit to
·

·

Do You Think of the
Unified Calenda·r Proposal?

What

u ld be l ike?
co l l ege wo·
w arm days would tti
what life at tho
l
tel
y
UOP rea l l
that
all those bea utu.i .
���
s;,::;�h
lized
rea
ow
r
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A
in
that goes a
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.
ossip
nt
sta
g
con
a 11 the
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four turns
sily
e
ea
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sa
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e
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te
nn
it ' s fu
don t look qu J
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sse
1
a
.
c
ed
ose
pear
th
them. H w about
ay Ca l disap why they w;re so qu <\
g how f �st R ut
i
.
ty a nd itC?s amazin surpn se w as finding o
see they d idn t wa nt You
Y
' B ut the bi est ·
ou
h
c
e
� di mng hall l un
·
oo ks a 11 th 0se hambur rs at
g.lve you that ree nde
sna c k ba•'r c tha t tub of grease al� da ,
l
rfu
wo
y
s t in
find out that that
tb�n 1 ets thern
time in the morn ing,
ve ence ·
-., of college, I p ropose t he
cooked for YC?u r con mreal J·s t l'c v i· .,�
re
o
m
.
a
de
vi
pro
To
re prospecttves. ree din ner m the ra t' f rom
prog arn fo r al l f utu
F
� Arrive Thursday aftern?U::� a t the health center till 9:00 .
l
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tofollowed by rando m crashing
followed by free Pep
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Melissa McClure; Fresh COP:
On the basis of what I've heard,
Winter Term is a real ly good thing.
It's just a month of intense study. But
I really don't know much about it. I
like the idea of being a�le to ta.ke
Winter Term off, and domg spec1al
things like going to Kenya. That's
what I plan todo this year.

dof
h:d�
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Sean Smith· Fresh. Engineerin
I'm total ly against it! I don't see
how it can bene fit the student, its
only goin g to bene fit the facu lty �nd
the adm inist ratio n I'm total ly aga1nst
it!

Kevin Volbrecbt; Sr. Engineering:
Well, I think a big advantage of
this school is that they have the- Win
ter Term. So I don't want to lose it.
It's l ike a time for special topics,
where you get four free units for the
price of your fall term. It m ight
benefit some first year pharmacy
students, because it would go along
with the C.O.P. classes that they have
to take, but that's about it.

Bob Michel; Fresh. Bus:
THE WHAT? Well, I've never
experienced the Winter Term yet, but
from what I hear it's great. I think it
would be a good break, and it's a
chance to study special topics, and
concentrate on those topics. You
know, you work hard for four mon
ths, and it seems like a well deserved
break. I don't want them to change
it.

Brian Lee; Soph. COP:
I'm against it! You know, like,
not having a wint<'r term would be
bad. No <.·han<.·c to get out and ex
plore the special topics that are of
frr<'d. It's a good chance to get away
for awhile.

·

Dept:
re o!l
I went to Berkley and we we
t
I
zy!
cra
s
wa
t
quarters, and tha
o
ge
cha
�
.l
know if this was a
a
fa
academic reasons or
reasons, but I think the s�
e
th
withm
along
go
should
and n�
requirements of �ch school
s rily what ts best for the a
necesa
ministration The ten w�k quarter
system is crazy!

Denn is O 'Connor
.&
Alex McPherson

Ali Ross; Soph. Bus:
I kinda like the 4- l -4. it kinda
cool. It's totally cool! The 4- 1 -4 gives
us a break, some time to go skiing and
stuffi
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by Pete Ra us ch

Ca ndidate Cerney favors· cri m e aid , i l leg a l a l ie
By Marcia Peterson
St•H \\'ril<·r

Ir. a speech held in the Gold .
Hoom
1 5,
Oct.
Democratic
Congressional nmdidate Ann Cerney
stated that urban crime is a major
issue for the Stockton community.
She al�o ravored better relations with
Mexi<.·o instead of <"urbing the tide of
il legal al iens.
"Almo�t $ I 25 bill ion a year is
spl'nt to combat crime. yet taxpayers
arl'n't getting their money's worth,"
said Cerney. " It's difficult for local

communities to get funding in this
area because Washington places cer
ta in restrictions on the use of anti
crime dollars," she stated.
Asked about the vast amount of
illegal immigrations into California
and San Joaquin County from
Mexico, she said, "Mexico, in about
l 5 years, will be a very wealthy
nation, due to its vast amount of oil
supplies. People from the U.S. might
end up 'immigrating there' to go to
work. "
"I do not support the numerous
amount of police at the border: it is a

S ECU RITY

cont 'd from pagr J
l.tst September were those of bicycles
( 1 8 w<'l'l' lak<-n, while only 2 were
ta kt•n in Sept . 1 980), Askew also at
t rihutc� this yt•a r's property loss
reduct ion to hie; two.fold anti bike
theft program
The first ll:trt in\'l llves a full-time ·
bicycle patrol. On!' of the depart
ment'.s officer� lws lwt'n assigned to
ridin(?; around nunpus on <1 bicycle
h imself, quest ioning suspicious per
sons loitering ncar bike racks. Many
potential thicv<'s lun e been challen
ged, accordin� lo A�kew.
AI o pari of the department's
campaign a�n in't hike theft is the
newly initiatt·d hil'}Tle licPnsing pro.
gram. LkPnSf'� wen• sold from tables
at ,·arious lm·ations on c·ampus, and
officer� manning the tables spoke to
bike O\\ncrs ahout locking devites
and pro(.'('<lure that will 1cst avoid
theft. Lic·cnsc� an· still available at
securilv headquartt•rs.
Ashw sa� s t h<' slr�ngest l'ffect of
this
licensing
program
is
psychological. "People become more
conscious of the possibility of robbery
after talking to the officer when they
buy a \ i(·en <'." he sa id.
Other
results of securitv' s
stati�ical
comparison
show
relatively little change in the num
bt·rs of felonies committed, but a

_
_
_

slight decrease in m isdemeanors.
Both months show two assaults
(although in Sept 1 979 there was also
one murder, that of student Catina
Salarno by her boyfriend, Steven
Burns), arid seven burglaries.
The only change in these crimes,
according to Askew, is that all seven
of September 1 980's burglaries in
volvpd no forced entry. Whereas half
of
the
previous
September's
burglaries were forced. From this
Askew concludes that more people
are leaving doors and windows
unlocked to thieves this year, and
they should be made aware of the
danger they put themselves in.
Yet while reported felonies
remained relatively constant, reports
of malicious mischief decreased from
1 6 to 1 0, and fire alarms in all dorms
dropped from 1 0 to 5 in the first
month of school .
The decrease in these crimes, ex
plains Askew, are the results of con
sultations with resident assistants and
Student Life represent atives, and of a
general repair of the fire alarm ststem
by Maintenance during the summer.
Askew finally attributes much of
the crime decrease to early detections
by students. "With more suspicious
people being reported, we can check
them out first and avoid the actual
crime," he said.

K U O P holding Jello Jump'
•

Hadio station K UOP is holding a
]clio Jump Contest fund.raiser Oct.
26 from noon to -4 p. m. at Sht>rwood
Mall.
This is KUOP's first joint spon
son'<l community !'vent, according to
Development Di n·dor Alan Cook.
Cook said that ewryone will be a
winner,
with
prizes
including
everything from a trip to Mexico to
an icc cream cone at Bressler .

To compete 'in the contest, four
participants will jump, plunge and
wiggle through 800 gallons of
Halloween-orange jello in a dough
boy swimming pool . A UOP crew
will be standing by with a hose and
towels to wash off any sticky remains.
Cook welcomes all community
supporters to sell tickets ($ I
donation) or to volunteer time to
mah the event a success.

waste of time and energy," she stated. problems facing the country, she sa'id
"We should work towardJ good "people who are offering a magic
relations with this country, rather cure are offering something, they
than guarding the border."
cannot follow through on." 11
Cerney favors funding for the
"In terms of wage and price con
revitalization of the downtown area trols," she noted, "I feel that we
and is concerned with the rapid should look at alternative ways. with
amount of urbanization taking place a civil agreement with certain con
in Northern Stockton. "One million cessions in unemployment insurance.
acres of prime farmland is being West Germany and other European
covered by buildings annually," she countries have had great success with
said.
this pattern."
Cerney then explained the impor
Cerney also stated that a balance
tance of enforcing the Williamsen budget is not going to solve inflation.
Land Act, which prevents tax
"With a $ 2 1/2 trillion budget and a
"punishment" of land near a city, deficit of $ 20-40 billion, it doesn't
thereby protecting the land owners or make or break inflation: however,
farmers in these areas.
.
with a proposed balanced budget, it
For solving the inflationary �ill send a signal to the country that

·

there are intentions to control in
flation," she said.
·:1 he main purpose of my cam
paign is to attack Norman Shum
way's record," Cerney expla ined. " I
want h i m t o address h i s story t o the
record. "
Cerney made claims that Shum
way has uniformly voted to cut
several social service programs and
that he is unwilling to consider any
cuts in mil itary spending.
"The
number of items he advocated which
would increase m i litary spending
were numero us," Cerney said.
"In
terms
of
the
draft
registra tion, he wanted to classify all
.registr ants, of which inform ation
would be o�tdat ed in six to eight

months at the cost of a quarl...,tr.
m il l ion doll a rs. He is very
where he looks for tax
stated.
Cerney is a local <>H,,,..., .
presently serves on the
Trustees at Delta College.
received positive local smlootllll'll•
women 's groups ,
committ ees, n urses and
The Nationa l Political
women' s campa ign fund, is
dorsin g Cerney for Congress.
"Our major campa ign
persona l contact ," she sa id.
receivi ng supporters from
door walkin g and teiE�ph lll���� t.liC
�
man y a re still
their urifam i l iarity with the

Getti ng in Shape
For Back To Sc hool
1 0% OF F ON EVE RY HA IRC UT
WI TH STUD E NT 10

Come I n , get a hair cut & get
a free T-sh irt
Wear the T-sh irt in or your
f
next visit
and get a free c onditio ing
n
( $ 4 val ue)

Command
4

Periormanef!

Sherwood Mall, Stockton
530 8 Pacific Ave.

Mon.- Fri. 1 0-9; Set. 1 0-8; Sun. 1 2-6

477-3 1 7 5
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DATE
Oct. 24
Oct. 27
Oct. 28
Oct. 29
Oct. 30

HOUR S

8: 30-1 1 : 30/1 2 :30-4
:30
8: 30·1 1 : 30/1 2 :30-4:
30
:
8 30-1 1 :30/1 2: 30-4
:30
8: 30-1 1 :30/ 1 2: 30-4 :30
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